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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 7, i972-
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Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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One Of the major cities of the nation is scheduled
this week to begin the operation of a paper recycling
plant as a subsidiary to its sanitation collection
. services and as a partial
answer to ecological
preservation.
At the other' end. of-the paper.cyCle—the raw
material out of which comes pulpwood for - paper
products, Southland Paper Mills, a pioneering Texas
corporation in newsprint manufacture, is completing this month the planting of 6 million pine
seedlings in half .a dozen East and South Texas
counties.
Both are laudable projects. in-VW-eau of
Southland Paper Mills, the primary -objectivis to
help meet, through annual reforestation, projetedpulpwood requirements through the year 2000......
It is through similar programs not only by
Southland but also by other paper mills, and by
manufacturers of all kinds of product's for whom
wood is a basic raw material, that the entire Southbetween East Texas and the Atlantic Ocean-now has
more and better forested areas of pine that at any
time since the first woodcutters arrived.
As cutover, land has been reforested, as farmed
out land has been converted back to forest, not only
future wood needs are assured but also there has
been &marked increase in laildlife and recreational
opportunities for people.
The recycling plant and the reforestation program
• a lotin 03111,111011 as
business
practices
Ts..practkaI'óI'.—Wichita Falls (Tex.)- He is the King

About 120 student delegates
front high schools in the eightcounty Jackson Purchase are
expected to attend the Purchase
Area Youthpower Food Conference at • Murray State
University Apt/ 21. Focused on a theme of "Food
Comes First", the day-long
meeting in the Applied Science
Building on the campus will
include delegates selected from
various organizations in the
high schools.
Mrs. Dorothy Porter, a 4-H
extension agent in McCracken
County, and Mrs. Pat Curtsinger, a home economics agent
in Marshall County, are serving
as the coordinators for the
conference.
David Hornback, Fulton
County extehsion agent for 4-H
and conference
program
chairman, said the delegates to
the session "are charged with
the responsibility of tranknitting the story back home".
He said they will work
primarily through news media
and speaking opporttinities
take the lead in initiating
program plans In die home
cornin'tistities.
Featured as the speaker Ica__
the Youthpower conference will
be David Harrison, WU-recently returned from Ceyten as an American delegate of the
International Farm Youth
Exchange program.
Discussion leaders from
Kraft Foods, Murray State and
the University of Kentucky will
also take part in the program.
Topics for discussion will be
"Cheese, the Dairy Product",
Foods of the , Future",
"Electronic Cooking," ansl
"Food Values."
Tours through some local
plants have also been arranged
for delegates.
Hornback said the Youthpower Food Conference began
in .4960 as a project of the
National Food Conference, a
voluntary group made up of
more than 65 food industries
and organizations.
_Kentucky_ Youthpower_
organized in August, 1963, he
added, with five
basic objectives:.
—To dramatize statewide
concern about teenage eating
habits and the cultural, social
and economic values of food.
—To develop cooperation
among youth groups.
—To increase understanding
of the farm-to-table story.
—To
improve
teenage
nutrition.
—To acquaint teenagers with
a better understanding of food
careers.
Hornback said the high
schools who may send delegates
are: Fulton County, Fulton
City, Hickman County, Carlisle
County, Ballard Memorial,
Calloway County, Murray,
South Marshall, North Marshall, Benton, Lowes, Sedalia,
Fancy Farm, Symsonia,
Mayfield, Farmington, Wingo,
Heath, Lone Oak, Reidland,
Paducah, tilghrnan, and St.
Mary.

Eight ceimmunities—were
.stalled in the Kentucky
Chamber's All-Kentucky City
'Hall of Fame Wednesday, in
presentations at the Executive
Inn, Louisville. The luncheon
was in conjunction with the
KinibicW-Xbir-n
anntial
meeting:
• The almighty
ArS
,
the communities were cited
That reigns surpreme
for progress in development
during a five-consecutive-year
All men hear
period when each community
was recognized as All-Kentucky
Like Butter melting under the hot sun, the Most men believe
Multitudes live
three times by the state-wide
scientific and technological superiority of the U.S. is And
fail to recieve
Opportunity for Progress
dwindling before the concerted drive of the Soviet
program of the Kentucky
Union to excel in scientific progress. A short time Rock of ages
Chamber of Commerce.
Steadfast and sure
_ ago the Soviets -announced completion of the
Each community today was
world's first commercial-sized, fast breeder power In the sickness of sin
presented
plaque
a
in
Christ is the cure.
recognition
reactor.
of 'the
accomplishments.
They have reached this goal some 14 years ahead Christ is the way
The communities and the
of the target date set for commercial operation of Sweeping the land
years they were recognized as
such plans in the U.S. and eight years before Placing the children
All-Kentucky were SomersetIn the Father's hand.
President Nixon's goal of having a
1968, 1970, 1971; Pineville-1969,
full-size
—Torn
demonstration plan in operation in 1960.
1970,-1971; 'Marion-1969, 1970,
1471; Danville-1967, 1968, 1971;
It is generally recognized now that the fast
Submit your poems (all you wish) to this column. Address all Middlesboro-1966, 1967, 1969;
breeder reactor will be the primary energy source of
mail
Elizabethtown-1967, 1968, 1970;
Ledger and Times "Poetry Column".
the future.'Yet it is a good bet that every step of the
Campbellsville-1965, 1966, 1969;
way in our own effort to implement this sou-fce of
-Russellville-1965, 1966, 1968.
Alaska
energy will be accomplished by protests and op- In Alaska the weather is very cold
Presenting the awards was J.
position in this country from militant en- The mountains are always covered with snow.
Ed Mcaginel„ President-Elect
The Eskimos there ride in sleds
of the Kentuck Chamber and
vironmentalists and antitechnologists.
President of Blue Cross-Blue
The Russians saw the handwriting on the wall. With big furry hoods on their heads.
Shield of Kentucky.
Valerie Winn
They know a nation's security, standard of living
McConnell cited the com3 rd Grade
and general well-being are tied directly to energy.
munities as having made
The U.S. is living proof of this truth.—Rocky Mount
progress beyond the dreams of
(N.C.) Telegram
everyone several years ago.
Alaska
The Hall of Fame awards will
The state of Alaska is very cold
be an annual program of the
Where the men look for gold
Kentucky Chamber's Total
In the winter, winds may tickle your nose
Community Development
LEDGER A TIMES FILL
Or on the other hand, it may pinch your toes.
.Council, within which the OpDwain Rogers
portunity for Progress program
J.W. Rains, age 85, died yesterday at the home of a
3 rd Grade
is conducted each year. The
daughter, Mrs. Ora Wyatt of Murray.
recipient cities of the Hall of
Extensions of natural gas mains of about 4,700 feet
Alaska's Gold
Fame awards must win the
were approved by the Murray City Council at the
In Alaska where it's very cold
All-Kentucky recognition three
J.V. Cunningham, son-in-law
meeting last night.
One day someone found some gold.
times within a five-year period of Mrs. 0.8. Geurin of Murray,
You know I think it is quite funny
Army Pvt. Charles E. Housden, son of Mrs. Ruby
to become eligible for the Hall has been named district
That people always look for money.
of Fame.
Housden, completed eight weeks of advanced inmanager Of the year for the
didn't know that Alaska had gold
Chairman of the All-Kentucky Reserve Life Insurance in
dividual training at the Fiedl Artillery Traininv, IUntil
by my teacher I was told.
City project committee of the Ohio. He is a resident of Route
Center, Fort Sill,Oklahoma.
Rebecca Shuffeth
Chamber is Dan Stewart, One, Newark, Ohio.
Births reported are a boy, Ronald Dwayne, to Mi.
Director
Community
To receive the award, Cunand Mrs. Jimmy Wilson on April 5 and a boy, Jerry
3rd Grade
Development,
Kentucky ningham's Newark district was
Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Wade on March 24.
Utilities, Company, Lexington. udged on overall recruiting,
Chairman of the Total training, production, and
Community Eevelopment business persistency, and
was
Council of the Chamber is Paul in competition with twenty-two
McCandless, Louisville, Vice other districts_in Ohio.
LEDGER & TIMES !HZ
President
and
General
Cunningham is the holder of
Manager of South Central Bell two diamond president pink
Dr. C.J.-'McDevitt represented Kentucky at the
Telephone Company.
awards from the company. He
meeting of the American Congress of Obstetrics and
is trustee of Newark Life UnGynecology at Cincinnati, Ohio, this week.
derwriters and
of the
PHILIPPINE REBELLION
board of the Christ United
"We are still impressed with the big chorus that
On Mar. 23, 1899, Philippine Methodist Church. He is
Harry Hampsher has down at the Baptist Church.
guerrilla leader Emilio Aqui- married to the former
June
There is somthing about sixty voices singing the
naldo was captured by U.S. Geuring and
they have' three
' same song well that strikes a responsive chord",
u mos, ending the uprising.
sons and one daughter.

A Frighte-ning First

20 Years Ago Today

from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
Dr. Ora Mason will speak on "What Is Being Done
For the Health of the Children of Calloway County"
at the meeting of the Murray Branch of the AAUW to
be held tomorrow.
.Mi. and Mrs. Albert M. Grisham are the parents
of a baby girl born March 16 at the U.S. Naval
Hospital, Corpus Christi', Texas.

A little leaven leaveneth the whole
lamp.—(1alatians 5:9.
Watch little things It is the small irritations, the
little sins that
poison life's entire outlook

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Another way to stop pollution is to forbid the
streets to autos not yet paid for. Besides cleaner air,
the result would be a status Symbol for debt.
Disadvantaged citizens, lean and healthy
and
deprived of potbellies, spreading hips, shortness
of
breath and stumbling gait will be those who haven't
paid up for the machine that compounds all the ills of
man. '

0k .T

E J 0r—

HVS1111{1% Kalal Mahmoud lays out
a new mosaic pattern .on a path in the Cairo Zoological
Gardens He has maintaled the garden walks for:
40 years.

"Auto--a conVenient place
to sit out a traffic jam."
—Ingrid Clement

31 LIR qui

LC_

Prog. Info 753 33141.

THEY HACKED AN EMPIRE OUT Of
WILDERNESS... THEN FOUGHT THE
, WORLD TO NOLO IT!

PAUL
NEWMAN
HENRY FONDA
LEE REMICK
MICHAEL SARRAZIN

Mrs. Gem
the Kappa t
Mrs. Bob Hi

"Sometimes
a Great Notion"
rye..., by ICY. GAY • Elbsed on lob None, by KEN AESEY ?Wiwi" watuw,ii, • D.nyriod by YAM NEMIAbb
.10.14 FOREIAAli• •Lonowynaffberbb•h•••••A AV..• ROOSCOLO.
4"."..."Ole' GE_CIP
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All MacGRAW
She is the girl who made
'LOVE STORY' happen!

Richard Benjamin
Jack Klugman
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Every Nite!
Open 6:30-Start 7:00•Adults 1.25 -Children Free
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?ws "THE BIG DOLL HOUSE"LTh
--- ALSO --Adventure in the Australian back country!
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To BLMarried In May .
.

r

1.. Friday, And' 7
The Spring Dance for its,86,- and 9th grade members of the.
Calloway Country Club will be
held from 7:30 to ten p.m. at the
club. Each member may invite
two guests. Members of the
planning committee.ale Donna
Keller, Nan Shuffett, Mary Ann
Littleton, Kevin Ray, Barry
Wells, Tony Boone, Lee Anna
Dick, Bryan Warner, David
Frank, Lee Ann Boone, and Gay
Alexander...Hosts and'hostesses
are Mrs. Delores Warner,
Messrs and Mesdames Don
Keller, Fred Wells, Jim Frank,
Robs,RayKla!id Chuck Shuffett.

Mrs. Gene Brandon, right, presents arrangements she had designed sad made at the Meeting of
the Kappa bepartment of the Murray Woman's Club to members, Mrs. George Stockton, left, and
Mrs. Bob Hibbard, whose names were chosen at random.

Mrs. Gene Brandon
Present Program
.
At Kappa Meeting

Mrs. Olga Freeman Reviews Book About

Deco_ -4611,Her cat and dog
are too friendly
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have news .sc "one of the finest vets in
the profession. Dr. Salk of Palm Springs, California," who states there are no homosexual cats.
We have a male dog f name withheld and a male cat
[name also withheldl who have no sex lives other than their
gay lives together. We.,..nd our family, and what friends we
have left can attest to this after many years of embarrassed observation.
I would make a film of these two consenting adult
animals Lot you and Dr„ Salk, but the Georgia pornography
ASHAMED IN ATLANTA
laws are too stiff.
.

Saturday, April 8
A chili supper will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at six
p.m. Reservations at one dollar
per person should be made with
Mrs. Danny Roberts 753-4104,
Mrs. Gene Hendon 753-6475, or
Mrs. Mike Morgan 753-6112 by
April 6, Thursday.

A Bake Sale Will be held at
the Bel Air and Central Shopping Centers from ten a.m. to
three p.m., sponsored by the
•'Reflections of Jegie Stuart," reviewer who presented the Council
for , Exceptional
•
e_ by•Cincinnati-born Dick Perry, things closest to Jesse Stuart's
ernt_
p4
p.eG
dpopna of
ef the
Gene
n8Go
i.
Mrts
mee
Children'-at.—Iiiiirray Mate
and Jes Florist wasthe guest was reviewed by Mi. -Olga heart, is a native of Hazel. She University.
sPeaker-at_the_ Tuesday night Freeman at the April 3 meeting graduated from Grove High
The district meeting of Candle
Depart- of Chapter„44„4- the P.E.O. School in Paris, Tenn., and has —44Jeffiiirson Davis oVIWfinitig-the B.S. and M.A. degrees from Daughters of the Ctinfederacy
ment of the MurrayWoman's
-Murray State University. She is will be held at the MurtafClub held at the club house.
a member of Kappa Chapter of Woman's Club House at ten
The speaker enlightened the
Delta Kappa Gamma Society of a.m. with the, J.N. Williams
members present in thee
Tennessee and has served ofs, chapter as hostess.
arrangement of various floral
,ficial positions in the chapter.
pieces. AftificiN dried flowers
She has been president of the
The Senior Class of Calloway
and silk fl9wers, as well as fresh
County High School will sponsor
Henry County Teachers'
flowers, were skillfully placed
Association of which the is still a car wash at two locations, J. &
in formal and informal cona member, and is a member of S. Wishy-Washy Car Wash and
tainers as she spoke on ways to
N.E.A. and the Kentucky at Arco Service Station at Five
best preserve a bouquet and the
Points, from eight a.m. to 4:30
Library Association,
methods used i A*sseIecthig
The retired teacher and p.m. The price Is $1.50.
flowers and placing them to
librarian is currently president
show them to their best adof the Women's Society of
vantage.
A Variety show -will be held at
Christian Service and teaches a the Faxon School at seven
At the close of he program
young women's class in the sponsored by. the Faxon
arrangements were
two of
Hazel United Methodist Clinsch, Mothers Club: presented to Kappa members,
- -Mrs. John Quertermous,
Mrs. George Stockton and Mt./
president, presided during the
Bob Hibbard, whose names
Clean Teens, a youth grtnip of
Mrs. Olga Freeman
business meeting following the
were chosen at random.
County students, will
Calloway
Clark,
Mrs. Bob Billington presided Sisterhood at Oakhurst. Mrs. devotional by Mrs. Garry
its annual house to.
at the business meeting John Nutter was hostess for the chaplain. Reports were given conduct
the city of
following an inspiration given 7:30 meeting and was assisted and Mrs. Lindsey announced house canvass in
to aid
donations
seek
to
Murray
the April 15 luncheon to be with
by Mrs. Dan Miller. Mrs. by Mrs. Harry Sparks.
in the repayment of the debt of
In a conversational style, as Mrs. Quertermous.
Billington announced that two
-.
The hostesses served a Murphy's Pondr
members of the Kappa the book is written, Mrs.
Department, Mrs. Lawrence Freeman began by reviewing delicious cake wit hot spiced tea
The Captain Wendell Dory
following member,:
Philpot and Mrs. Joe Rerroat, the Foreward Written, by Mr. to the
had been chosen le- direct the Stuart. Then' she summarized Mesdames Larry Clark," Olga Chapter of the DAR will meet at
publishing of the new club and quoted from the week-long Freeman, Don L. Fuqua,Alfred the home of Mrs. Max Hurt at
conversations between Jesse Lindsey, Jr., Hugh L. Oakley, eleven a.m.
cookbook.
_Kappa members agreed to Stuart and Dick Perry. She John Quertermous, Frank A.
Sunday,.April 9
give thirty dollars toward the described the many sides of the Stubblefield, Paul W.Sturm and
The Murray Art_Guild will be
purchase of a new piano for the "living legend among Southern L.J. Hortin.
open from one to lour pm.
club house and to aid the Delta writers"—the novelist, poet,
Department in the Cancer magazine.author.rriter of nonfiction, and lecturer and
The Wranglers Riding Club
Drive throughout Murray.
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
Mrs. Richard W. Knight, teacher.
club grounds. Plans will be
Mrs. Freeman explained how,
chairman of the nominating
HALE BOY
ride and
Petty
committee, presented the slate by means of tape, Mr.
A baby boy, Christopher completed for a trail
of officers to head Kappas in the had recorded eight days in the Martin, weighing eight pounds all night campout.
1972-73 club year. They were life of Jesse and Naomi Deane six ounces, was born to Mr. and
voted on an approved as Stuart. "For posterity," she
Mrs. Bobby Hale of Murray
Managers of American
follows: Chairman, Mrs. Glen. said, "the Ohio writer caught Route Three on Tuesday, April
Grogan, vice-chairman, Mrs. the Kentucky author's in- 4, at 1:42 p.m. at the Murray- Legion teams in Murray,
Mayfield, Benton, Paducah,
Sid Easley, secretary, Mrs. , nermost thoughts on his wife, Calloway County Hospital.
City,
and his daughter, his 1,000 acres of
Philpot,
Lawrence
The new father is employed Paris, Tenn., and Union
treasurer, Mrs. Jack Shell.
land, his writing, his childhood by the York Spring Company. Tenn., will meet at the Life and
in
Hostesses for the evening and his philosophy on the world
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Downs Casualty Insurance office
to finalize the
were Mrs. Bob Hibbard, Mrs. today-10 build and not to of Murray Route Six are the Mayfield
and
Bill Fandrich, Mrs. George destroy.'"
paternal grandparents and Mr. baseball league schedule
The reviewer also recalled and Mrs. Herbert Edrnonson of organization structure of the
Stockton, Mrs. Joe Reitroat, and
Mrs. Lawrence Philpot.
the lovely tributes that Dick Murray Route Four are the league for this year. .
Perry paid to the tall, beautiful maternal grandparents.
Kentuckian—Naomi Deane
Great grandparents are Mr.
UNDERGOES SURGERY
The Murray Shrine Club will
W. D. (Jack ) Sykes is a Norris Stuart. She described the and Mrs. William Odie Hale of have its monthlAr -fellowship
a
from
progressed
that
home
patient at the Baptist Memorial
Alton, Ill., Mrs. Ella Johnson of breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., cabin to the present nine rooms. Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mrs. nine a.m. '
The home grew as the man's Martha E. Edmonson of Ben:
where he underwent surgery.
His address is Baptist stature grew," she said. And ton.
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
M EMORIAL Hospital, Room one could almost see the 10,000
of Beta Sigma Phi will have a
HOSPITAL PATIENT
962, Union East, Memphis, books and hear the many
Mrs. Joe Pat (Linda) tea at the home of Mrs. Martha
striking clocks inside the home
Tenn.
is a patient at the Ails.
Witherspoon
the
on
as crickets chirped
outside in W'-Hollow. The Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
sepaker was preientett by Mrs. Tenn., where she is undergoing -The Dorcas Sunday School
Glazed chintz curtains should
drip
to
allowed
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., vice- special tests. Her, address .- is Class of the First Baptist
not be wrung but
Baptist Memorial, Hospital, Church will have a breakfast at
dry. When damp enough to
president of Chapter M.
the Holiday Inn at 7:30 a.m.
ron, press on the right side.
- dynamic Room 1226, Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Freeman, a)

DEAR ASHAMED: No need to be ashamed. Don't apply
human behavior codes to animals. They haven't read the
Bible and know nothing about incest taboos and homosexuality. Given a choice, your male pets would choose partners of the opposite sex.

Jesse Stuart At The Sisterhood Meet

BIRTHS4

Ask about our

•••

IFREE Mothproofing.
FREE

Mildew. Proofing

Pay only Regular CleaRifogi-Pri'eawa

1-1QUR DRY cLeanens

.
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Central Shopping Center

-Miss Doris Leigh Dixon

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dixon of Sebree Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their dawzhter, Doris
Leigh, to Ronny Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brent Cooper of
Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from Webster County High Schtkil in
the class of 1970 and is now a sophomore at Murray State
University where she is majoring in elementary education.
Mr. Cooper is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School. He is
presently a sophomore at Murray Slate-University majoring in
biology.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, May 20, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Cairo United Methodist Church. No
formal invitations are being sent, but all friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

DEAR ABBY:-I- am 74 years old -and have been, a
-widower for -four. years. I five alone aIRraiii.lble lo 164
after myself nicely, so don't get the idea that I need a cook
and housekeeper.
„
I have been keeping company with a very nice widow of
65. She is an intelligent woman, gets along well
people,
and would make an ideal companion. hilt-there is one
problem. Pehm a college graduate and 'she has had only a
sixth grade education. You would never know it by her
conversation, but she has writteti me a few letters, and,
Abby, her spelling is terrible.
How can I get her to improve her spelling without
losing her?
ON THE FENCE
Dectift ON: H the lady's poor spelling is a problem to
you land apparently it lal. gently suggest that she
improve it. And If yoa.lose her because of it, you really
didn't want her much in the first place.

Meet at the club house at 7:30
DEAR eV: I am guilty-of being one 61 those people..
p.m. with Ronald Christopher
Who will say,,"Why don't you come over some time?"
as the speaker on "Wills and
Only. I am very careful who I say it to.
Estates". Hostesses are
I have a husband I can never pin down. If I try to plan
Mesdames George Ligon, John
something, he says;--Maybe I'll be tied up late at work,"
D. Outland.
The Baptist Young Women of Nance, and
or, "I don't like to make any commitments too far ahead."
the Memorial Baptist Church
But just let,someone drop in,, and,my husbaixtis the grand-Christian
First
of
III
Grotip
will meet at the home of Mrs.
lest host you could imagine, and he really enjoys himself.,
Ca
Church
will
the,
at:
meet
p.m.
seven
John Benton at
I admit, there are some people you can't ask to "drop
home of Mrs. Idelle Bailey.'at
in" without having them move in with you like the man who
7:30
with
p.m.
Mrs.
Pool
Ruby
The Suburban Homemakers
came to dinner. But when I say,,"Why don't you come over
Club will meet at the home of in charge of the program.
some time," I really mean it.
LIKES COMPANY
Mrs_ Yarro Clark at seven p.m.
Meat Sets New Records
DEAR LIKES: I'm sure ass &a, is* most people
In 1971 Ameririrns"
elate a little advance notice.'
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist brand new record in meat-eat- '
ing.by consuming an average
DEAR ABBY: It will not help "Practically Untouched
Church WSCS will meet at the
per capita of 192.2 pounds of
in Tulsa" to "see" a lawyer or a judge. [Lawyers are
church at seven p.m.
beef, veal; pork and lamb. The
generally too bpsy, and judges are usually too old.1
greatest increase was in pork
What she needs is to "see" a young construction workThe Board of Directors of the consumption, which moved up
!SAW A JUDGE
Murray Quota Club will meet at six pounds per capita to 72.7
the Southside Restaurant at pounds. Still leading the field,
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
5:30 p.m.
however, was beef—still con- your
chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69100. Los Angeles. Cal.
sumed at 1970's record-breakThe Sigma Department of the ing rate of 113.7 pounds. Per NOW For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Murray Woman's- Club will capita._ veal and lamb con- envelope.
meet at the club house at 7:30 sumption. continuing to deFor Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
p.m. with Mrs. Harold crease, swaged 2.7 pounds
McReynolds as the speaker on for veal and 3.2 pounds for send si to Abby. Box 6700. Los Angeles. Cal. 90061.
"Human Growth". Hostesses lamb in 1971.
will be Mesdames Don Henry,
Thomas Hopkins, W. J. Pitman,
Doris Steely, and Gene Landolt.
Monday, April 10
The Genealogicaly Society
will meet at the home'of Miss
Maude Nance at 1:30 p.m.

The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will

Plans Completed By
Marlene Gooch For
Her April Wedding
Wedding plans have been
completed by Miss Marlene
Gooch,daughter of Mrs. Esther
Gooch, anetthe late Mr. Taylor
Gooch, to Nelson Waldrop, son
of Robert Waldrop and Mrs.
Opal Waldrop.
The ceremony will take place
on April 14, at seven-thirty
o'clock at the South Pleasant
Methodist
United
Grove
Church. Rev. A.H. McLeod will
officiate.
Prenuptial music will be
presented by Mrs. Otto Erwin,
ganist, and Mrs. L.D. Cook,
Jr., vocalist.
Miss Gooch has chosen Mrs,
Larry Cooper as her matron of
honor. Bridesmaids are Mrs.
Max Hughes and Mrs: Steve
Belinda
Carraway. Miss
Waldr6p, niece of the groomelect, will-serve as flower girl,
.
o-"
and Miss Robin Waldrop, alsniece of the groom-elect, will
pass out rice bags.
Danny Osborn will be the best
Mr. Waldrop.
man for
Groomsmen are Marty Watson,
0614 .fiabry. Cooper. David
Cunningham and Dale Southard
live been selected' as ushers.
Serving'as ring bearer will be
Master Mitchell Gooch, nephew
\at\the, bride-to-be.
The guesttegister will be kept
by Miss Kriiiti Smith.
A reception will be held in the
Fellowship Hall of the church
following the ceremony. '
if All friends and relatives are
'cordially invited to attend,

s
s.7:7
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Enjoy heini3Oa girl..
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.Glide. at-m.114mi in lady_like fashion. \Vith
tlroad toe and .up=high
heel. A - little posh for
your datin.g-go-rounds.

Colors
Beige Suede
White Patent
Black Patent

•-

ADAMS Shoe Store
Downtown Murray
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By MIKE BRANDON
throughout the first half.
Ledger it Times Sportswriter
Neither team was able to
,If spring scrimmage games penetrate farther than the
mean anything then local opposition's 10 yardline.football fans will have a lot to
With just 12 seconds left in the
look forwaf'd to this fall. first half the Gold team had the
Yesterday afternoon the ball on the Black 12 yard line.
Murray High Tigers held their But the Gold defense forced a
spring game and neither the fumble and Yen Ray Adams
Black nor the Gold team could picked up the loose ball as the
cope with the other's defense. horn sounded the end of the
The result was a scoreless tie. first 20 minutes.
A fair crowd turned out in
Particulary impressive in the
shirt sleeve weather and wit- first half was the • powerful
nessed
unusually
strong running of halfback Dale Mcdefenses by both teams .Cuiston. Several times Mc-

SPRING GAME-yyrone McColston gets a hand on Glen Jackson in the Murray
High Spring Game Thursday. The Black and Geld teams battled to a scoreless tie,

Baseball World Pays Its
Last Respects To Hodges
NEW YORK (Al')
The
.baseball world-players, foriner stars, executives and
fans paid its last respects to
Gil Hodges Thursday and then
laid bim to rest in his beloved
rooklyn, where he won base!hill fame and found a home.
Our Lady Help of Christians
'Roman Catholic Church, where
the Hodges family worshiped,
:
was filled and several thousand
'.persons gathered outside beihind police barricades as a
high Requiem Mass was celebrated for the manager of the
New York Mets, who died of a
heart attack last Sunday, two
days before his 48th birthday.
Mrs. Joan Hodges, her son
and three • daughters seemed
composed in the church except
for a brief moment when ,the
widow's hand darted to her
face as she stepped back
the casket and altar after offering the traditional C4tholic gift
of bread and wit*.
When the family arrived at
Holy Cross Cemetery-where
hundreds assembled despite a

plea for privacy-Mrs. Hodges
wept quietly for several minutes on the shoulder of her oldest daughter, Irene, 20.
Among the mourners were
seven teammates of Hodges'
from the old Brooklyn Dodgers-Jackie Robinson, Pee Wee
Reese, • Don Newaii6, Carl
Erskine, Carl Eurillo, Ralph
Branca and Joe Black; Baseball
Commissioner
Bowie
Kuhn; Charles S. "Chub" Feeney, president of the National
League; Joe Cronin, head of
the American League; President Michael Burke, General
Manager Lee MaePahil and
Manager Ralph Houk of the
New York Yankees and New
York Mayor John V. Lindsay.

ow •Stadium
MONTREAL ( AP ) - Mayor
Jean Drapeau revealed a concept Thursday night for a 50,000-seat partially-covered stadium for this city when it is
host to the 1976 Summer Olympics.

The Calloway County -girls'
track team placed second
among three schools in a track
meet Thursday at North
Marshall.
Henry County High School
was first with 59 points. The
Calloway team totaled 55
points, and North Marshall
came in third with 42 points.
' In the 50-yard dash, Phyllis
Adams of Calloway took first
place honors with a.mark of 7.0
seconds. Miss Adams also took
first place in the 100-yard dash
with a 12.6 time andsecond
place in the 2fd dash with a
time of 31-Yseconds.
Sarah Calhoun of Calloway
took first.place in the 440-yard
dash with a time-of 1:14.8.
Another Calloway County girl
took third place with a time of
1:20.3.

I'C

Most Unique Restaurant

SPRING HOURS
(through May 15)
Wed.-Thur. 5.9 p.m.
Fri. Sat 5,11:3Q p.m.
Sun_ 11 a.m. to 9 pkirn.
Closed Montt. Tues.

'Brass
GLanteill
AURORA, KY

Elizabeth City, N.C. and Walter
Gardner, who formerly attended Kaskaskia College in
tralia, Ill.
Cunningham signed,a threeyear contract in 1989 with the
Cougars that,as to have become effective last October. He
claimed-- the contract Was
breached when the Cougars
failed to make an $80,000 payment due him May 15, 1970. He
then signed a new contract with
the 76ers. The Cougars sued
and then appealed a lower
court ruling which held the
Cougars had "unclean hands"
and had breached the cOntrfier
This decision was reversed
by the 4th U.S. Circuit Courts
of Appeals in Richmond, Va.
Unless there is an appeal to
the U.S. Supreme Court, Cunningham is barred from playing with any team extent the
Cougars until October 1974.
The ruling in the Cunningham
case may be cited in the cases
of Charley Scott, who jumped
from the ABA Virginia Squires
to the NBA Phoenix Suns and
Jim McDanieLs, who jumped
from the Cougars to the NBA
Seattle SuperSonics. Their
cases now are in litigation.

me,

By HERSCi1EL N1SSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (Al') - If and
When the baseball season gets
under way, Yogi Berra will
manage the New York Mets
and Rusty Staub will be in
right field.
Less than four hours after the
body of Gil Hodges was buried
Thursday in his beloved
Brooklyn, the Mets named Berra, who won the 1964 American
League pennant with the New
York Yankees in his only previous managerial experience, to
replace him.
.
At the .same time, they announced the acquisition of the
hard-hitting Staub from the
Montreal Expos in a 3-for-1
deal. The Mets gave up outfielder Ken Singleton, first
baseman-outfielder Mike Jorgensen-and infielder-Tom-Foli-,all young players and all expected to be regulars for the
Expos.
The Staub deal was consumated last weekend and General Manager Bob Scheffing
said it would'have been -an• nounced Sunday but for the
baseball strike. To add to. the
confusion, Hodges collapsed
and died of a heart attack late
Sunday afternoon.
"Wei just couldn't sit on it
any %neer," Scheffing said
when asked, wq the Idual announcement was made the day
of Hodges' funeral. "-it even
leaked out today. The Associated Press had it befoie we announced it. We were ,lucky to
sit on it this long."
.-The naming of !Terra, who
'will be 47 next month, as manager climaxes an unusual ellreer for the Hall of Fame
catcher that saw him star for
'17 yeart with the crosstown
Yankees and manage them for

one kason, oruy to be fired
after losing the 1964 World
Series to the St. Louis Cardinals in seven games. He has
been the Mets' fifst base coach
ever since.
Berra was passed over twice
previously by the ,Mets-in 1965.
when Casey Stengel bcoke his
hip and was succeeded -by Wes
Westrum, and in 1968, when
Westrum gave way to Hodges.
"We left a good man today,"
Berra, still wearing his dark
blue funeral suit, said, mtg.:
ring to Hodges. "I hope I can
fill his shoes, that's alt."
.The Mets- also got a good
man in the 28-year-old Staub,
who hit .311 with 19 home runs
and 97 runs batted-in for..Montreal last season.'
Singleton, 24, hit .245 for the
Mets last year with 13 homers
RBL-Jorgensen batted
.220 with. five homers and 11
RBI in a half-season with the
Mets after hitting .342 with 15
horriers and 41 RBI in the International League. Foil had a .226
average with the Mets with no
homers and 24 RBI. All three
are considered good prospects.
Rejally number one
CHICAO0 IUPII - Jay
Berwanger, a consensus AllAmerican back at the
University of Chicago, also
was the number one pick of the
first pro football league draft.
Bement's-was draked-by the
Philadelphia Eagles in 1936.
but eschewed a play-for, pay
career.
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Western Kentucky's

,,-firthe-10-yard hurdles -event, team took first place in tha)-June Murdock of Calloway event- .wtth a time of 5:03-5.
came in third with a time of 9.2 Members of that team are
Miss Murdock also-took secorSI Sandy Moody, Marcia Webb,
place honors in the eOyafd Sarah Calhoun, and Sarah Von
with a time of 14.0. Schoech.
Next Thursday, the Calloway
Sharry Pierce tookiefirth place
in the 80-yard hurdles with a team will compete in a dual
meet with Paris. The meet will
time of 14.4,
Sandra TouncalTiplaced third be held at Calloway County
in the'shotput with a throw of High School.
25-10. Sarah Calhoun took top
honors in the discus throw with.,
a hurl of 83-6. Darlene Oliver
also took second place in that
event with a throw of 83 feet
Ann Karnes placed second for
Calloway in the high-jump at 44. Phyllis Adams placed first in
the long jump with a distance of
14-8. Karen Phelps also placed
fourth in the long jump with a
13-1.
The Calloway
mile-relay

Billy Cunningham, Jack
Ramsay and eight college players figured prominently in offthe-court activities in basketball Thursday.
Cunningham, star of the
Philadelphia 76ers in the Nt0
tional Basketball Association,
-was ordered by a federal
peals court to play only for the
Carolina Cougars of the rival
American Basketball Assosi4
ation until October 1974.
Ramsay, who resigned as
coach of the 76ers on March 26,
signed a three-year contract as
the new coach of the Buffalo
Braves in the NBA. He succeeds John McCarthy.
The eight players were declared hardship cases and thus
eligible for the NBA draft Monday. Three are nationally
prominent juniors-Brian Taylor of Princeton, Bob McAdoo
of North Carolina and Mel
Davis of St. John's of New
York.
The other five approved as
hardship cases by NBA Commissioner Walter Kennedy were
Tony Delgado of Siena, Michael
Reid of California-Riverside,
John Tinsley of Pfeiffer, Phil=
more Westbrook, a freshman at
the College of Albermarle in

Cuiston broke the defense and
picked up enough yardage for
the first down. McCuiston
seemed--tb-have very little
trouble in finding the holes in
the defense and
bulling his
way through them.
Glen Jackson started a drive
for the Black team in the third
period by hitting Dale McCuiston on a 26 yard pass. Two
plays later Jackson scampered
from the midway mark down to
the Gold 29 for a 21 yard gain.
The Black team was unable to
move the ball any closer to
"paydirt.
Brad Bennett found Bubba
Hughes loose and made good on
a 37 yard pass for the Gold team
that moved the ball-down to the
40 yard line.'But the Black
defense held and the third
quarter-Stop found neither team
scoreboard.
The Black team rallied
behind an 18 yard gallop of Glen
Jackson with just 1:23 left in the
game. Two plays later, carries
by Dale McCuiston and another
by Jackson had moved the ball
down to the 13.. But time ran out
before the Black team could
move the ball any closer. .
:The game indicated that this
is going to be one of the quickest
Murray High teams in several
years," said Coach Ty Holland,
"I thought Jackson and both
McCuistons showed signs. of
being potentially dangerous
runners. We were also pleased
with the punting of Wes
Ferguson and Keith Farrel,"
said the Tiger head mentor.
"Hughes, Lanning and
der did a fine job for us
as defensive ends and we
.should have a lot of depth at. _
quarterback with Cathey,
Thompson and Buchanan. I.
expect to get a lot of mileage
from these boys who will be
sophomores next fall," concluded Holland.
The Tigers will open their 1972
football schedule with a twine
encounter September 1st with
Reidland.

Ajaril 9 A
April 11 Da
Aprill3 Mi
April 14-1S
Collegiate
May 2 Day
May 4
U
May 6
V
May 7 ,

,1956°°
And 16 more reasons to buy a Toyota
from' Hatcher Auto
1. Front disc brakes
2. 4-speeti-STI tynitreosnespransmission
3. Wall-to-wall nylon carpeting
4. Reclining bucket seats .
5.-Vinyl interior
6. Trip odometer
7. Cigarette lighter
8. Glove box

c

9.Package tray
10. Flolthru ventilation
11. Tinted windows
.,J.LWhitewall tires.
13. DOluxe wheel covers
14. Bumper guards
15. Chrome trim
16. Freshiir-heater and defroster

All of this and more is standard equipment on the Corolla
1200.

See how much car your money can buy at

'MATCHER AUTO
SALES, Inc.

SPEC

It's

an

It- all.
quarts

NASHVILWrana:(Al') The pinnate* 200, a late-model
stock car race, has been set for
April 72 at Fairground Speed
ways.
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Racers Split Pair With
Purdue University Here
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By Mike Brandon
_
Have you seen the Murray Statebaseball team in action yet? If
the answer is no then you'd better get a move on because the
Thoroughbreds haye only five.more home dates after the contest
tomorrow with Purtkie.
In 25 outingsistfot including today's game, Coach Johnny
Reagan's 'Bred have won 16. Tuesday's conference foe Austin
Peay will be in town for a twinbill while Vanderbilt will provide
the opposition Wednesday. Then next Saturday the University of
Laufsville.will be in town.
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early lead. But in the fourth
inning the Boilermakers
touched. rig_ht hander Greg
Englar for four runs and tied
the score at four apiece. Purdue
scored the winning run in the
seventh inning off of reliever Al
Grogan.
Barrett once again carried
the big stick for Murray by
picking up two hits while
Rudnick, Pryor, Coulson,
Steve Barrett's two run Engler and Grogan all hit
homer in the first inning of the safely.
first game lifted Murray to an
In the second game of the
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Home runs by Steve Coulson
and Rod Pryor in the sixth inning of the second game
enabled the Murray State
Thoroughbreds to gain a split
with Purdue yesterday. The
Boilermakers edged Murray in
the first game 5-4 while the
hosts took the nightcap 7-3.
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The Racers will host Memphis State to a doubleheader on the
22nd before closing the home season on the 25th with a single
game against Southeast Missouri.
Murray High opens their season on the 18th with a home tilt a
against South Marshall. That game will be a 4:30 p.m. affair and
will take place on the Tiger diamond. The Tigers will begin their
practice Monday. The schedule consists of 11 single games with
teams'from the region.
The last regular season game for the Tigers will be on May 12th
against the Trigg County Wildcats. That game will be one of the
nine home games the Tigers will play during the short season.
Coach John Hina is expecting to have a good turnout next week
as the .track practice gets underway. The first meet will be
sometime during the week of the 17thliopefully the Tigers will
be strong in both track and field.
Goa and tennis will also soon be starting at Murray High. If any
of these coaches are desiring publicity through the Ledger 8s,_
,Times they should contact me at the office in the afternoon or
call at 1b34815.

Pro Cage Playoffs
Milwaukee 108, Golden State
NBA
100, Milwaukee wins best-of-7
Conference Semifinals
series, 4-1.
Thursday's Results
Only games scheduled
Eastern Conference
Friday's Games
New York 104, Baltimore 98,
Eastern Conference
best-of-7 series tied, 2-2.
Atlantif at Boston, best-of-7
Western Conference
series tied, 2-2.
Only game scheduled •
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
. Sunday's_ Games
Eastern Conference
New York at Baltimore,
afternoon, national TV
Boston at Atlanta, afternoon ,
Western Conference
The Murray State women's
Championship
tennis team wiik. open its
Milwaukee, at Los Aneles,
schedule today at home against
'Lambuth College. The team will afternoon, 1st gOotrof.best-tif-7
'
play Southeast Missouri and, series.
'
Memphis State at -Murray
ABA
Saturday.
Division Semifinals
Lois Holmes of Glasgow 'Will
Thursday's Results . play No. 1 singles for the team
East Division
Beauchamp
this season. Patsy
Virginia 115, Floridians 106,
of Owensboro will be at No. 2, Virginia wins best-of-7 ?Odes, 4June Thornton of Hopkinsville 0.
at No. 3, Janie Ross of Horse
/West Diviskia
Cave at No. 4, Jill Meehan of
Denver 112, Indiana 96, bestLouisville at No. 5, and Elsa a1-7 series tied, 2-2.
'Cohen of Philadelphia -at No. 6.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
as
is
schedule
The complete
East Division
follows:
Kentucky at New York,'New
Horne
Lambuth
York leads best-of-7 series, 2-1. ,
April 8"Triangular- Home
West Division
Away
Utah at Dallas. Utah leads
Austin Peay
April 9
April 11 David Lipscomb Hom-b best-of-7 keries, 2-0.
.April 13 Memphis State Away
Only games scheduled
. Tournament
April 14-16
Saturday's Games
Columbus, Miss.
Collegiate
East Division
New York at Kentucky
April 28-30 War Eagle Auburn
West Division
May 2 David Lipscomb Away
at Indiana
Denver
Home
UT-Martin
May 4
Dallas at Utah
Away
Vanderbilt
May 6
Only games scheduled
Home
May 7 _ Austin Peay

Murray State
Womens Tennis
Opens Today

*,DANCE

RAINBOW INN
Paris, Tennessee

- GLENN LITTLETON

—

FRIDAY MITE 8-12
Saturday Night Featuring
— THE VENDICATORS —

a
0

CHRIS menet.
nmes 9011TO

DUO
FaMILY BOOM
HeaDOUNTeRS

I

Complete with 65 h.p.
Johnson Motor

for '72
'It's another of Duo's #xciting,!Ohmily-styled" boats
. Soft ride ;;;Tyle, comfort, and cruisability — Duo ha,s
HeadIt all See aO IF models at Duo Family Boating
... quarters •

MURRAY HIGH TENNIS TEAM—The Murray High boys tennis team will begin its schedule this
year with a match 4 Bowling Green High School this Saturday. The Tiger team had a 12-1 won-lost
record last year and won the Western Kentucky Conference Championship. Members of the team a
are,front row left to right. Doug Spencer, Mel Purcell, and Brent Austin. Back row, left to right, Del
Purcell, John Powlass, Jerry Howard, Timmy Shown, Tommy Keller, Ken Harrell, and Dale
Chadwick.

AlliStar Cast Heads
Masters Tournament;
Jack Nicklaus Leads

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — At
59, an age when many men are
dreaming of Social Security
checks and a rocking chair in
the shade, Sam Snead is trying
to win another Masters Golf
Chasppionship. . -7- • - -The guy is ineredible—he
comthinks he's 20 years
Bowling Green
April 8
mented Bill Campbell, the forA
Hopkinsville
April 20
mer Walker Cup captain from
A By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Paducah
Officials had 'nearly restored Huntington, West Va., after his
April 25
A
Owensboro
April 26
Julius Erving tried different order at center court when Wfl- neighbor shook up the game's
4, areas of attack until he found a hams struck Allen as the two
Mayfield
May 4
new breed with a three-underPaducah
stood near the sidelines. Wil- par 69 Thursday for an opening
May 11
failing in the Floridians.
H
Bowling Green
May 13
"I had trouble getting inside, liams was ejected from the salvo over the Augusta NationA but we finally hit them in their game and Allen left for stitchCaldwell Co.
May 17
al Course.
H weak spot—the hoop," said Er- ing above his left eye, although
Caldwell Co.
May 20
The score put the old bald
the
of
midway
Mayfield
returned
39
he
May 22
ving; who wound up with
eagle' from the Virginia Hills
H points as the Virginia Squires fourth quarter.
Hopkinsville
May 24
just one shot back of the paceOwensboro
'Williams pushed me and I setting tournament favorite,
May 27
beat the Floridians 115-106 in
corner
the
from
the American Basketball Asso- saw him swing
Jack Nicklaus, who had to pick
ciation playoffs Thursday night. of my eye," said Allen. "He up six shots on a stretch of six
The •victory gave the Squires threw the first punch, but I got finishing holes for a 68, and one
a four-game sweep in their in the first„,punch."
ahead of the revitalized Arnold
"Something happened," said Palmer, who peered through
best-of-7 East Division semiWilliams. "Maybe Allen lost his new contact lenses for a 70.
final series.
"I missed a couple of easy cool. He pushed me, I pushed
It's been a long time since
shots in the first part," said him back and he hit me. I this sports spectacle produced
Erving. -The Floridians came thought it was only fair for me such a glamorouts package at
out to play a physical game. I to hit him. It's no personal the head of the pack, and the
et knocked around pretty thing."
famed course that the late Bob
Bob- Dandrige scored 29 Jones built is quivering with
good."
But they couldn't knock back points and Kareem Abdukblab- excitement.
Every Murray State spring Erving's whistling shots from bar had 23 for the Bucks 'ho
No one electrified the imagisports team will be in action this the.outside later.
open the Western Conference nation like the honey-Swinging
'weekend'.-.the track team at
The triumph put Virginia into playoff finals against the La- hillbilly of another age, SlamSunday.
Memphis State, the tennis team the East finals against the win- kers in Los Angeles
min Sammy, his bald head hidcks rode
The New York
at Austin Peay and' Middle ner of the Kentucky-New .ark
den by a familiar. cocoanut
It Frazier
Tennessee, the golf team at the series. Those two meet tonight clutch baskets by
straw, his once paunchy frame
Mid-South Classic at Sewanee, with New York holding a 2-1 and Bill Bradley to victory over trimmed to a tough 185 pounds
torrid
at
team
Baltimore to even 'their
Tenn., and the baseball
edge in that best-of-7 series.
and his thinking geared to modMurray against Purdue.
The Denver Rockets defeated series-, ern times.
-ynr a while there it really
The track team will be after the Indiana Pacers 112-96 to
"I play softer - shots now,"
its third straight win at even their West Division semi- looked bad,'$--said Frazier. -No- Snead said, in explaining his
Memphis. The team opened its final set at two games apiece.
body could hit—and we had the renewed lease on golfing _life.
outdoor season with an 81-64
In the -other ABA playoff open shots. Another problem "I never try to overpower, thevictory at Southeast Missour game tonight, Utah plays Dal- was that we Weren't playing to- ball any more. When you try to
and followed with an 84-61 win las in a West Division series. gether.
swing too hard, something alover Arkansas State at Murray. Utah holds a 3-0 edge there.
_ __ "Then we Oanged our of- -ways goes iferong."
Distance runner Jim Krejci
The New York Knick-s beat fense—we brought Jerry Lucas
Snead, winner of three Mashas been the most impressive the Baltimore Bullets 104-98 back out to a high post and that ters and more than 140 tournaRacer thus far. He had a 4:14.8 Thursday and squared their seemed to work."
ments In a career dating back
mile at Southeast and set a new National Basketball Association
35 years, is not being taken
Roach Hired
school record of 13:55 in the East series at two games each.
lightly by .the two younger men
three-mile. Against Arkansas The Milwaukee Bucks won
( AP) -L-* Paul who flank him going into FriOAKLAND
State, he had a 4:12.5 mile and their West series 4-1 by defeatRoach. 43, has been hired as of- day's second round.
lowered his record in ti* three- ing Golden State Warriors 108"Surprised at Snead?" Nickfensive backfield coach of the
mile to 13:46.8.
100.
Raiders. He will join laus, 32, repeated a question.
Oakland
The tennis team is also unIn NBA action tonight, it's the National Football League "I'M never surprised to see
defeated with a 7-0 record. Atlanta vs. Boston in a best-of-7
team after two seasons as Sam anywhere. He is capable
Victories have been over UT- semifinal series in the East.
backfield coach at the Univer- of winning a tournament every
Martin 9-0, Arkansas State 9-0, They're tied 2-2.
time he tees up the ball."
of Wisconsin.
sity
Middle Tennessee 6-3, Emory 5Neither Virginia nor the FlorPalmer was asked how he
1, Oglethorpe 9-0, West Georgia idians was able to build a comthe super star structure
viewed
Segar
9-0, and Cumberland 9-0.
manding lead in a tense first
Ky. ( AP) — at the head of the 84-man field.
RICHMOND,
011ie Karviala, Mikko Hor- half that ended with the Squires
"It's not a bad idea," the 42Jimmy Segar, a 6-3 forward
sma, and Julia Nittyvirta, who ahead 5742. The Squires, beCentral High year-old Palmer, who built his
Madison
from
play No. 1, 2, and 3 singles, are hind Erving's great shooting,
School, has signed to play bas- legend largely bj& Winning four
undefeated. Karviala and broke it open in the third periketball next season at Eastern Masters titles with. dramatic
Horsma are also undefeated at od by pulling away to an 86-73
finishes, replied. -I kindi like
Kentucky University.
No. 1 doubles and Nittyvirta and advantage.
Peter Hay at No. 2 doubles.
"I'm happy we won it in fov"....s,,,
The-golf team will be in action so we don't have to play Friday
for the first time since placing night," said Virginia Coach Al..
seventh in the Loutsiana State Bianchi.
Invitational. March 10-12. The
Bianchi said he was hoping
team lost its oiri?v dual match of that New York would beat Kenthe season to the University of tucky in the other East semiMississippi.- • 4
final.
-1970 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air.
Defending champions of the
It's no secret I'd rather play
,
Ohio Valle; Conference, thee New York," he said. "We beat
1970 Cadillac Coupe Devil/e, all power and air.
golfers will play in. the first Mein ire the regular season
Kentucky -Intercollegiate series and I'm sure we can do
2-1968 Olds-mobile 98's, 4 door hardtops, power and air.
Championships at Lexington it again."
Monday. •
Byron Beck, Julius Keye and
1968 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air.
The baseball team, in the Dave Robisch cornbined for 60
midst of a six-game series with points as Denver defeated In1967 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, power and air.
Purdue. is 14-8 for the season. diana.
The Racers won the first two
Beck had 28 points- and 16
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door, power and air.
games of the series. In action rebounds in a powerhouse alllast week, they split a pair of around effort. Robisch had 18
1965 Chevrolet Station Wagon,9 passenger, power and air
games with Notre Dame, won points and 19 rebounds and
three from North Dakota. and Keye scored 14 and had 20
1964 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door.
won one and lost two against rebounds.
Brown.
•Milwaukee was fired by a
1964 Chevy, 4 door,spower and air.
Rod Pryer leads the team-in third quarter fight between
hitting with an.average of .390. Lucius Allen and .Fritz WilMike Bono is hitting .380,•Dave liams. The Bucks had rallied
NICE SELECTIONi•OF NEW CARS
Bradford, .328, Steve Barrett from their third quarter deficit
1.1SED CARS AEISED
.324, and Steve Seltzer .313.
to within 79-78 when the battle
SEE US AT ONCE
Barrett leads in homeruns broke out late in the period.
with 3 and ,Steve Coulson • in
Golden State' was bringing
RBI's with 21. The Racers have the, ball up In their backcoiirt
a batting average of .298.
with' the Warriors' Williarns
Leadingt, pitchers are Mike and Allen manuevering for poSims and Jerry Weaver with 2-0 sition. Suddenly, Alleojlecked
and 3-1 recorefs. Bill Emerson Williams with a., right --a'nd
Main Street
has the best ERA at 0.95.'Cirlg nimpeoil on him as both benches
cleared.
Englar's ERA is 1.00.

Murray High
iVirginia
Tennis Schedule

Squires Down
-Floridians In Playoffs

Big Weekend
For Spring
Sports Here

Sanders-Purdom
0

,

s
0.1

•

it, but I'd like to reverse the
lead."
Palmer said he was satisfied
with his 70 but added: "I drove
only fair and my irons weren't
sharp."
Behind,the three leaders, the
only other players to break par
over the .6,980-yard, par 72
course, came gray-thatched, 42year-old Paul Harney -and amateur Jim Simons, with 71.
There were many disasters.
Defending champion Charles
C,00dy sank a five-iron shot at
the 190-yard sixth for a hole-inone and apparently became too
flustered as he took a triple bogey seven on the next hole. He
was in a cluster that included
South African Gary Player and
former champions Bob Goalby
and George Archer at 73.
Lee Trevino, glib and controversial player of the year in
1971, skied to a 75, with a seven
at the 15th, complaining, "I
couldn't sink a putt." British
Ryder cupper Brian Barnes
used 17 shots on the 12th and
13th holes in soaring to an 85.
Bill Casper had a 75 and Julius
BOrOS a 77.
Such rocketing scores made
Snead's astounding round--his
best in the Masters in 20
years—all the more remarkable.
The man from the mountains
around Hot Springs, W.Va.,
who has'played in every Masters since 1937, sank putts of 12,
18 and 20 feet with his wierd
sidewinder style in ringing in
five birdies. He blew a two-footer in three-putting the 18th.

twinbill Jerry Weaver went the:
distance and allowed only six
hits to salvage the win for
Murray. Weaver fanned eight
and walked four in the routes
going stint.
The game was tied going into.'
the bottom of the fifth inning at
three apiece. Ron Rudnick
reached first base via a fielder's
choice and advanced to second
when the second baseman's
throw went wide of the mark.
Weaver aided his own cause by
advancing Rudnick to third on a
ground out to second. Rudnick
came in with the tie breaking
run when Leon Worth smashed
a hot grounder that handcuffed
the shortstop.
In the sixth indiniTthe Racers
added insurance runs on a solo
homer by Coulson and a two
run shot by Pryor. Coulson and
Pryor led the hitting attack with
two safeties apiece while
Weisman, Seltzer and Rudnick
all added singles.
Murray hosts Purdue this
afternoon to a 3 p.m. tilt before
closing the series with a single
game tomorrow afternoon. -

Murray State
Womens Track
Opens Saturday
The Murray State women's
track team will open a 7-meet
schedule Saturday at the
Cougar Relays in Roxanna,
Other meets on the schedule
include a dual match with
Memphis State at Memphis,
April 11; a dual With Northern
Colorado at Murray. April 13; a
dual with Memphis State at
Murray, April 18; the Murray
State Invitational, April 29; the
Eastern ,Kentucky Invitational
at Richmond, April 29, and the
Poplar Bluff Invitational at
Pop* Bluff, Mo., May 6.

FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

DIAL 753-6363
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Mushroom Farming
Delicate Process

Sunday
School

PAGE SE-VEt

Morgan Elected
To Board Post

Harold Van Morgan, Sr., of
ings there shouldn't be any Paducah has been elected to the
By MARIA BRADEN
board of directors of Kentucky's
chance of it happening.
Associated Press Writer
Sangelli scoffs at the belief Western Waterland, Inc., a
MIDDLETOWN, Ky. )AP) —
John Sangelli will be glad when that by peeling a mushroom multi-county tourism promotion
Dr 41 C. Nis
summer comes and he can get you can tell if it's poisonous. and, development organization
"You can eat it if it's grown in in the Kentucky Lake—Lake
out in the sunshine again.
Christian worship is a proper recognition of the worth of God, an
The small, stocky farmer has a place like this," he says. Barkley area. Morgan fills the
adoration of His person, and a veneration of His name. It means to
spent the winter tending his "But if it's poisonous, peeling it unexpired term of Bill Usher of
honor Him with praise, love, arid submission. True worship is a
mushroom crop in dark, damp won't help you tell. You'll just Paducah, who resigned from
very important factor in the spiritual development and fruitthe KWW board,citing business
keel over."
concrete houses.
fulness of church members. It elevates character and improves
Mushrooms have gotten more obligations.
"The smell clings to your
conduct. Christians give a convincing testimony to the unsaved
Announcement of Morgans
clothes . . . and you can imag- popular in recent years, the
through their faithfulness in worship in God's house.
ine what that's like by the end farmer says, because of the election to the board came from
Matthew 18:19-20
breakdown of old wives tales KWW Executive Director Hank
of winter," he says.
More simple words or more profound truth can scarcely be
about
"toadstools," and the in- Lindsey. In making the anMushrooms are fungi, and
found than those which Christ uttered in connection with the
unlike green plants, they can- crease in newspaper and maga- nouncement, Lindsey said, We
promise of an answer to collective praying. He indicated the
not manufacture their own zine recipies calling for mush- feel extremely fortunate in
condition upon which the promise He made to His followers would
having Mr. Morgan join the
food. They must be grown in to- rooms.
be fulfilled; "If two of you shall agree on earth as touching any
One of the biggest mushroom,. KWW board. In representin
tal darkness, in a medium
one thing that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my
filled with nutrients, like horse booms Sangelli remembers was McCracken County, he will join
Father which is in heaven." The two must be in accord in both the
manure. Winter is the peak a few year ago, after an article tourism and business leaders
desire and the petition if the prayer is to be effective.
appeared in the newspapers from seven other area counties
growing
season.
THE PAST REBUILT— Italian archeologist examines reconstructed head of
This is a special promise to a particular people of a blessed
in plotting the course of the
about
-magic mushrooms."
-They're
one
the
of
hardest
depicting
the blinding of Polyphemus the one-eyed
Ulysses I is part of a giant marble statue
Presence. When two or three, which is the smallest number that
state's largest such promotional
"We
crops
had
types
all
to
grow,"
out
Sangelli
here
says.
giant. Fragments were uncovered during construction of a superhighway southeast of Rome.
could make a congregation, assemble in Christ's name, He has
"You never know how many then," he laughs, "asking for organization."
promised very definitely to be in their midst. Our Lord takes
Morgan is a member of the
you're going to get-50 one day, the things.
great delight in having fellowship with us in such gatherings.
County
1,000 the next.
"I told em we didn't have McCracken
When the sharers of His life, light and love assemble to worship
"You can't chart a crop like any here, that they had better Recreationttfr—Tourist and
Him, to honor Rim, and to bring glory to His name, they are
Convention Commission. He
this the way you can a field of go on down to Mexico."'
assured of His presence. The presence of Christ guarantees to the
Sangelli himself isn't a mush- recently retired as the chief of
corn."
least possible number the greatest privileges and blessings.
He says he's often been room fanatic, and he is amused the Tennessee Valley Authority
John 4:24
,program planning staff for
jernptssei tn Owe up mushroom
at visitors to the f
- In the course of the conversation of our Lord and the Samaritan
Land Between the Lakes after
farming. But the Sangelli fami- glorify.the delicacy.
,woman, she asked Him for some instruction about worship. Her
having served on the TVA staff
"Mushroom
ly
been
has
lovers,"
in
the
business
for
he
concept of worship was that it was chiefly a matter of place.
since 1934.
shakes
his
head.
.40
years.
Sangelli
"They
go
and
craa
cousio
Christ proceeded to teach her that true worship of God, Who is a
Western
on- the other side of Louisville zy over the. things. Me, I can, - -Kentucky's
, „spiritual Being, and Who is not restricted to any one place, is not
Waterland,
Inc.,
was
take
or
organized
em
leave
operate
two
of
the
three
mi.::
mushhistorians
neglected
have
will
tation
as
a
sort of father to the
confined to a particular place. He also taught her that worship
By FRANK MACOMBER
their homework. Donald
"We don't eat 'em that much in 1,969 and seeks to attract
spacemen began to grow. The/ -room farms in the state,;pro- roust be done in an understanding manner, and that it must be
Military-Aerospace Writer
(Deke) Slayton's courage and
found out his advice usually ducing more than 100,000 at home," he says: "Only we touristsinto the area and also to
spiritual. No other worship than that which is offered in spirit and
Copley News Service
determinatio
n
should
be
a
part
was sound. They went to Pain pounds a year between them. -have a lot of spaghetti with bring about high quality
in truth can possibly be acceptable to God. Only those who have
facilities and services in the
of any story about the nation's
The only other Mushroom mushroom sauce."
with their troubles. Often as not
Deke Slayton mayneaer fly
been regenerated can truly worship God. And they must worship
farm in the state is in a cave in
he was able to help.
Most of the crop is sold Kentucky-Lobe—Lake Barkley
in sincerity, humility, love, devotion, gratitude',and yieldedness. in space, fix time is running space program.
The other day Slayton's
Periodically, however, Deke Eastern Kentucky, Sangelli wholesale to local grocery recreation area.
out. When historians write
Acts 2:41-47
Slayton went back to Dr. says. Most of the mushroom chains, with some shipped to
America's
space space flight status was restored
When Peter preached his great and memorable sermon on the about
after a 10-year hiatus which
Charles A. Berry, the space farms are in Pennsylvania.
Southern states.. Local residents
Don't count on using your
Day of Pentecost,the Holy Spirit used it to make those who heard achievements, Deke may getkept him bound to a desk while flight physician and medical
It is a sunny, warm day. also visit the farm to buy a snow tires through the summer
the
of
one
as
lines
few
a
only
it deeply conscious of their terrible guilt. Conviction for sin is a
the other six Mercury astro- director of the federal space Sangelli is wearing a red flan- pound
or two for their cooking. to save money, the Tire Indivine _siticit,-and it always precedes concern about salvation. seven original Mercury astro- nauts were becoming Ameragency, for checkups. By now nel shirt and a hat, because it Sangelli says his mushrooms
wings
as
the
in
man
nauts,
the
dustry Safety Council advises.
Approximately 3,000 qter's hearers repented of their sins and
ica's
newest
group
of heroes. the Gemini flights were history is damp and chilly inside
the are several days fresher than The heat build-up in these extrabelieved on Christ their Saviour. After Christ saved them,they the drama of the century unSlayton was to have been the and the pulse-quickening Apol- mushroom
houses.
those sold in the stores.
heavy, deep-tread tires at
gladly submittto.baptism as an evidence of theirfaithinetrist folded.
fourth astronaut to fly in space. lo moon missions were well unthe
way,
that
it
haw
out
If
The farmer opens a door to
"But actually, the older ones sustained high speeds in warm
and as an act'Of'Living obedience to Him.
He was assigned to the Mer- der way.
one of the -concrete structures are just as good," he confides. weather may reduce mileage
• Regardless of their circumstances and hardships, members of
cury mission following John
Not until 1969, however, did filled
withrackg or "beds" of "They just lose their moisture. life and can cause sudden
the early church in Jerusalem remained steadfast in the things of
Glenn's historic Friera.1-.;:-4 7 Dr. Berry note that Slayton's
the Lord. They gladly accepted instruction from the apostles and
earth orbital flight Feb. 20, heart irregularity seemed to compost and horse manure. He It doesn't matter if they're disablement.
turns on a single light bulb, and dried out, they haven't lost
promptly put it into practice. A faithful teaching ministry is one of
1962. But space doctors discov- have abated. Still he Was
PARIS ENTERED
the crying needs in our churches today.
ered an irregularity in Deke's barred from space flights, for the small white nodules glisten. their taste.
The_victorious European alSangelli checks a thermome"The only mushroom you
Those early Christians continued in intimate fellowship with
heartbeat. They grounded him, safety's sake. Last December a
lies entered Paris, after defeat-God. Bound together by the unbreakable ties of Christian love,
and the next Mercury mission
week of tests at the Mayo Clinic ter stuck in the beds. "I can't can't eat is a rotten one."
ing Napiiteeti, on Mar. 21, IffIr
was flown instead by Scott Car- convinced everybody Slayton's think of another crop that dethey enjoyed a wonderful fellowship. Insteaa• of indulging in
penter in May, 1962.
criticism; th*y prayed far and encouraged one another. True
heart was in perfect condition. mands so much attention," he
A former Air Force combat
brotherly love prevailed among them.
During the years while Deke. says,A week-long Black Arts
"I go to a party, have a few
Through the apostles the Holy Srikicroughtaniracles.sioub- _Eestival has beep plannwl_for flier and test pilot, Slayton sat on the ground, watching his
could have resigned from the comrades soar into space, the drinks, and when I come home
• tais al the foi-rn olacts of*healing. These wonders vindicated the April 17-23 by the
Black Student astronaut corps and returned
to other six Mercury pioneers re- I have to come back in here to
Phone 783-1S7S '
truth concerning the power of the living Lord.
Union at Murray State
active military duty. But he tired or resigned from
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
The early Christians were happy in the Lord and in their work
the check their temperatures.
University.
chose to become coordinator of corps one by one — Glenn, C
We Have It— We Will Oct It —Or It Can't Bs Said
together for Him. Their gratitude to God for His blessings upon
"They're very delicate and
* arThe festival, the theme of
astronaut activities, a job that penter, Wally Schirra, Gordon they bruise easily. And they're E
them found expression in praise to Him. Their spirit, fellowship,
which is "Images of The Black
had a long title but not really Cooper. Virgil Gus) Grissom extremely perishable," he says
attitudes, conduct, testimony, labors, and service won the adMan," will Open April 17 with a
much responsibility when Slay- was killed in the Apollo 1 spacemiration, esteem, and love of the unsaved around them, and
"Do you mind if I shut the
beauty
pageant in
the
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
ton took it over.
craft fire and Alan Shepard door?
resulted trille salvation of many precious souls and their addition
•
University School Auditorium,
gave
meaning
Deke
it
and
•
was grounded, too, because of
TRADE WITH
to the church. Fellowship with those who know the Lord and truly
"There are more than 60 difbeginning at 7:30 p.m. The
significance, however. He be- an inner ear infection.
love Him is one of the greatest and most glorious privileges which
ferent
diseases,
winner will reign throughout the came
and pests that
Instead of becoming embita sort of adviser and faGod gives to His children. As they together devote themselves to
affect mushrooms," he exfestival as queen.
ther-confessor to the little fam- tered over his impasse, Deke,
the doing of His will, He delights to fill them, and to win others
April 18 a coffeehouse ily of astronauts which was to once called the most promising plains, "more than any other
753-5273
through them.
Murat Ky.
program will be presented at grow to more than 50 as the of all the seven original astro- crop.
Aware that God was near, they held Hint in reverential awe,
LARGE
VOLUME
—
LOW
PROFIT
"We don't use any pesticides
the United Campus Ministry, years went by.
nauts, often came to defense of
whereupon He imparted to them tremendous spiritual vitality and
"Service Built Our Business"
The astronauts, like other the space program when econ- and we try to keep out some of
power. Whereas they were power-conscious, most Christians' beginning at 9:30 p.m. The
the insect pests by keeping the
theme
of
program
this
omy-truncied
will
be
members
people,
had
of
personal
Conproblems
today are problem-conscious. Those early Christians were faithIT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
which could have interfered gress attacked it as too ex- doors of the houses shut."
ful in their attendance upon the daily worship services. Being one "Blackness on the Move."
NEW OR USED CAR
It
is
pensive.
clammy
-A
speaking
in
with
program
the dark, and
their duties as spacemen.
and
in spirit, sellishneas did not prevail among them. Love of
No one except Alan Shepard the musty odor is strong now.
workshop
•
But
is
Deke
on
the
saw
agenda
to
it
that
for
the
possession wasq superseded by love for human beings. They
personal lives of the corps were' himself was happier than Slay- An employe comes in to ask a
April 19. Beginning at 7 p.m. in
disposed of their possessions by distributing them among the
the BSU meeting room in the kept apart from their space ca- ton when the doctors ruled the question, and the light from the
needy.
reers. In November, 1963, he former Navy flier could return lamp at the front of his hardThey rejoiced greatly in their mutual love for Christ. Those with former University School
resigned his commission as an to space flight duty after sur- hat is momentarily blinding.
Building,
the
theme
of
this
possessions rejoiced in the fact that they had a benevolent spirit
Air Force major to take over as gery had cured his inner ear
Sangelli says the sterilization
which prompted them to shaee with the less fortunate. The poor session will be "Struggles of the • director
of Flight Crew Oper- ailment. Shepard, who fi- process of the growing meMovement."
rejoiced and were grateful that they 'were the recipients of the
The highlight of the activities ations. This was a Wider-based nanced the operation himself, dium—the horse manure—is so
generosity of the benevolent. All were happy in themselves, with
job, with responsibility for then went on to new fame as thorough that every mushroom
one another, and in Christ. When they had enough to make them for April 20 will be the selection close-herding the
activities of commander of the Apollo 14 grown on his farm is edible.
of
a
king
to
reign
over
the
rest
of
sad, they rejoiced in the Lord and in the privilege of being
the astronauts, their periodical lunar expedition. He became
"Some of them come up real
the
festival
along
with the. checkouts
counted worthy to suffer for His sake. Their influence was great.
in supersonic air- the first American to fly in ugly," he
4dznits. "They're
queen named earlier. Also on craft
Others came to know Christ as Saviour because of them, and they
and directing the'Flight space on May 5, 1961, before he black
and slimy, and they ooze
the Thursday program is a Crew Support
- were added to the church.
was grounded.
Division.
rueeting -Of
the
BSU
Now at 48, Deke Slayton at an inky substance—that's why
That meant making certain
organization at 8 p.m. in its everything was in order for
has been cleared for space they're called Inkcaps—but you
last
the
meeting room.and the showing astronauts in the tension- flight. But by the time there is a could eat em if you wanted to."
He does say he's afraid—like
of a flirn; the title of which has pecked days and hours before a berth/or him,leNnay be too old
not been announced.
to qualify -far it. The last two all mushroom farmers—that
manned space mission.
A black history presentation,
As succeeding groups of as- Apollo missions, 16 and 17, are one of his crop will turn out
"350 Years," will be presented tronauts were selected for the filled, and so are the three Sky- poisonous some day. But he
Curious? Visit our Gift
Boutique today.
at 8 p.m. April 21 at the United
Gemini and follow-on Apollo lab earth orbiting flights sched- says as long as the'mushrooms
are grown in sterile surroundmissions, Deke Slayton's repu- uled for next year.
Campus Ministry, followed by
Some have that certain
an African Ball on Saturday,
look, others, you want
April 22, beginning at 9:30 p.m.
to touch ... but all
in the ballroom of the Waterboast a uniqueness
that only Ethan Allen
field Student Union Building.
can offer. They say
Friday and Saturday nights,
somethingt
Aptil 21 and 72, beginning at
11...30 p.m., the movie, "Shaft,"
So come see our entire
will be shown at the Capri-Cheri
collection. And if you need
Theateres.
advice, lust tell us yew
problem, we'll show you
The festival will end Sunday,
an idea! We've made gift
April 23, with a program,
giving that easy.
"Gospel Jamboree," beginning
at 2 p.m. in the University
For instance: for authentic
Auditorium.
American Traditional flavor,
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Special exhibits will be on
this handsome "Revere'.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
Brass table lamp with
display throughout the week in
buy stock in PCA. that way, they tell us
burnished brass finish refit,'Is
the University Library, the
what to cro.,They decide whole really going
the best of lath Century
Student
Union
Building
and
in
to run our Operation.
design. It will enhance any
the BSU meeting rooms.
Ifs a great anrangement. We end up•
drowsy corner.,add •touch
Director of the festival is
being owned and operated by the people •
of elegance to youTlIvIng
room. to" high.
Dottie Crawford, a • jiihior
whp need—and use--our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
philosophy'major from Salem.
SUpplies equipment, piaintenancei. extra
Her sister, Mary, a graduate
help, medical bills, edliCatiotigl ek3Efises.
*student in business education, is
11•Alkitto:•.•I.
And we know bow to tailor repayment prothe
cultural
committee
grams to their ptoduCtion and income.
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS
chkirmare
'Talk over'your ',limey needs— any season of the year with a seasoned mom/
-We dte man at PCB.
If you're using studded tires
;114 North Third St.
Jackson Purchase Productiot,
Phone
this !wirier remember most
Paducah, Ky. Open Friday sight Iii
Credit Association
'1;-:30
.41"257
states require they.be off your
NO INCONVENIENC E — Mrs. Wyn Poison of Waiton.on-the•Nere
Keys Keel,- Office manaver
I It1,1 ! Milt* your flI,,s Albin
'car by a specific date, in most
was one
Tiessurr.
British
resident
a
338
not concerred with the recant, blAkotat'S,
page detoral.1w idea hoo)c.
Phone 7S3 560
,Since -Owls a collector of oil and
305 North 4th Street
coma April or May
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Lesson

SPACE AGE REPORT_

Deke Slayton's courage
deserves recognition

Black Arts
Festival Is
Being Planned

WALLIS DRUG

PARKER FORD, Inc

rciting gifts from,
The Carriage House

start conversation

The people we lend money to
tell us what to dcl.

EthmMilllenk

Carriage House
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' candle lamps, all she had to d, was iciest 'the ;ire and shape, H er neighbors
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Barrel Daredevils Of

iagara Die Suddenly

NIAGARA FALLS—When the River. In about an hour,the ball like other members of his
peak of the 1972 tourist season shot down the Upper Rapids and famous river family, by the
roll around this summer, most- phimmeted the nearly 200 feet mesmerizing magic siren call- of
of the millions of annual visitors to the steaming pool below. It the danger of the Falls. He too,
to this vacation mecca probably bobbed to the surface, and as had fallen from fame, and died
won't realize the absence of twar rescue boats pulled it alongside, in a jail cell where he was
legendary personalities who the small Franch-Canadian sleeping after an arrest for
stepped out—a small scratch on alleged public intoxication.
shaped Niagara histoi y.
Hill attracted world attention
Many react to the names Jean his forehead, a new national
in 1949 when he shot the savage
Lussier and Major Lloyd Hill hero.
"You Made it look too easy," Whirlppol Rapids below the
With only puzzled stares, yet
a newsreel maker. Falls in a 625-pound steel drum.
complained
hours
24
--when they died within
Major Lloyd Hill was 53 when During the turbulent trip, Hill's
of each other last June, many
felt the end of an era had come he died the day after Lussier. drum became caught in a
He had been drawn all his life, whirlpool, where it swirled
to Niagara Falls.
In 1928 more than 150,000
breathless spectators lined the
steep Niagara Gorge to watch
Jean Lussier plunge over the
towering Horseshoe Falls in a
mere rubber ball type contraption. He was 79 when he.
died arid this coining July 4 will •
CHICAGO ORD — If the weather is cold and your room is
be the 44th anniversary of his warm, congratulations! You're the beneficiary of a rehttively
recent victory against the shivers.
feat.
For thousands of years mankind was perplexed by the problem
Joseph A. he preferred Jean)
or how to take fire indoors
SENSE OF REAL'T Y — Engineers complete a scale model in Montreal that will
Lussier was asked many times of keeping warm in a cold climate,
the
smoke.
on
choking
without
replace drawings and blueprints in coMstruction of Pe..G's kraft pulp mill s,A Grande Prairie,
always
why he did it, and he
Finally. says Encyclopaedia Britannic*, the Romans at the
Canada. It duplicates the whole pulp production from digesting teirougn bleaching.
replied -for the money and to beginning of 'the -Christian Era developed an under-the-floor
see my picture on the front furnace. Combustion wastes passed up througkilite panels in the
pages." He made plenty of front walls and thence into the atmosphere.
Travel topics
pages, but Jean Lussier died
gor some reason this forerunner of- central heating- was not
penniless, living with his wife in perfected. After the Roman experience the residents of Europe and
their
a mid-city home for the elderly:, other places resumed the practice of building open fires in lf
of do-it-yourse
after narrowly escaping with- homes and aTered- through many centuries
pollution..--Then-came-aLs"spinoff-from-warfare,
-theft' Byes train ritre—that— :When fortified multistory castles were being erected in the 11th
WASHINGTON (AP) — The destroYed ,their small apartsolved the problem of smoke
gOirermnent is abandoning'the ment on Christmas Day, 1970. and 12th centuries, the builders
walls. Sloped passages
outside
in
fireplaces
putting
by
disposal
Emergency Broadcast System • Lussier tasted glory and were provided in the walls for the smoke.
until
promotion
and
gradu&
NEW YORK (UPI' —
as a backup device destigaedip oblivion in alternate helpings
. First stove
Everyone who has ever cruised he commanded his first ship in, warn the nation
an enemy
most
sailed
since
He
has
1952.
throughout his Life. After
knows that a cruise ship
With but few improvements the fireplace has warmed hunto =licontinue
will
but
attack
world.
the
of
waters
visiting the Fallsin 1921, he said
captain is a great man to have
of families and for some it still is the sole source of
the primary warning nehvork, he simply made up his mind "to. dreds of millions
it a party and he looks lust
Commonplace
wasn't until the 14th century that the chimney was inIt
heat.
siahd
great in his dress uniforms.
These impressive captain's oi telephones', teletypes
go over some day."
troduceji But in the 15th century the wannest gift of all came to a
Less apparent is what a credentials are commonplace rens, a White House ag4pcy
He was 36 when he began chilled human race—the stove.
select breed of expert mariners,. in the cruise trade.
says.
The first stove of record was' produced in 1490 at Alsace,
constructing a homemade sixthese men tend to be. It is a
The bewhiskered captain of
The decision came after a foot in-diameter rubber ball in a- Frence. It was constructed .of brick and tile. The products of
rare, cruise ship commander Cunard's flagship Queen lengthy review of last year's
brick and tile flue. Then the
combustion escaped through a he
who hasn't earned his stripes ,Elitabeth 2, Commodore snafu,in which the EBS sent garage in Akron,- 'Ohio. -He - young American colony made -a major contribution, with the first
200the
the
contraption
carted
in 1642.
the very toughest Wiy. from
William- Eldon Warwick,
alert that was plus miles to Niagara Falls manufacture of a cast-iron stove recorded at Lynn, Mass.,the
stove
foredeck up over Many years joined Cunard in 1937 as -a out an erroneous
About 100 years later'Benjamin Franklin invented
radio
2,500
some
by
broacast
of tough seamanship.
third Officer, fought with the stations and ignored by a num- behind As automobile on the Which bears his name and also established the basic principles of
"A ship is a ship," one such British navy in World War II,
stove design. .4,nother .Philadelphian,. Isaac Orr, in 1800,
day be(ors-,I, he daredevil stunt.
captain remarked recent!y in got his first command in 1954 ber of others.
,..The ball cosbbim ahout_Al110._, map uf&awed the first round caat•iron stove -with_grates.
discussing his job. But
Clay T., Whitelead, director and contained 32 tubes of - By now there was a virtual revolution in heating developnienis.
and has been salting ever since,
Torbjoern Dahl, skipper of the gathering along die any a of the White House Office of
In 1833"Jordon A. Mott invented- the base-burner stove, which
new 20,000-ton motor matte number of honors, including -Teleconinumications- Policy, oxygen.
use anthracits, and in 1840 Robert Briggs began the first
could
In those days, police had no U.S. installation of hot-water heating.
shiP Island Venture — his first ge Order of the British Tuesday said a new auxiliary
objection to such death dares.
cruise ship command after 40 Empire.
At last a cold man had a pipe to pound on, but it was well into
system to replace the EBS They helped Lussier launch his.
years at sea — acknowledged
Hendrik
the 20th century before the ordinary American home had a furAnthonie
Captain
the
use
will
option"
"warning
that cruise ships do present Lagaay, master of ',Holland
rubber ball several miles up- nace. And h wasn't until the 1930s tht gee and oil enabled the
challenges not encountered on America's SS Rotterdam, has nationivide facilities of The As- stream in the swift Niagara ordinary householder to throw away hi* coal shovel.
other passenger ships, or on been on the sea for more than sociated Press .and United
.
cargo vessels.
33 years, working his way up • Press International to dis"You deal with- a- great- iii comdiahd:Born m Holland, tribute warainas.directly hs•lwri
number of people." Dahl said, he comes from a 'catering line the Office of Civil Defense to
=
"and it makes a big difference that goes back' to the 1700s.
the broadcasi'statiOns.
that they are not, usually,
you look,- the
Wha
The statement said hot-line
people who are going cruise
!commanders are
telephones will be installed to
srnywhere for a purpose. They.. briny•veteran.
confirm
rejust out to"ertaxy themCaptain John Katsikis of permit AP and UPI to
selves. So making sure they do the Greek Line's 23,000-ton !filming messages quickly.
enjoy themselves becomes a flagship Olympia comes of a
The new arrangement is to
most important part of the family with a century of be implemented during the next
s job."
seafaring tradition and has
The Island Venture, which • himself been on dupe since he several months.
made its maiden cruise to the was 19. He saw wartime PT
___Nude_Dance-Caribbean this winter, has. "heat duty with dreGreek -Navy
capacity of about 650 and,returning to the merchant
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (A?) —
passengers and ••a crew, inmarine alter Ilse war, got his. Miss Nude Amend, Valerie
cluding service personnel, of
first command at age 44 in Craft, danced naked at a club
some 350. That's a lot of
1960.
people to keep an eye on, Dahl • Captain Giovanni Ruffini of Tuesday night hours after being
Court of
acknowledged, while still
the Home Lines' Oceanic has found innocentin Cies%
behavior.
lewd
on
giving utter attention to
years
58
his
spent •44 of
running a multi-million dollar
Valerie, 72, who is Mrs. Earl
ships, starting, as apprentice
-—
vessel.
seaman at the age of 14 on a Kitover, was arrested Dec. 3,
Dahl,- like most of his
three-masted schooner.
1971 and cluaged with comcontemporaries, went to lea as
Do the demands of keeping mitting an indeCent, lewd act in
when
a teen-ager. He was 15
cruise passengers happy, and. a public place.
he left his home in Norway
mingling with them at
In finding her innocent after
and his first four years were
"Captain's Dinners" and the
spent as a deck hand on
like interfere with his corn- a two-hour trial, Special Judge
freighters. He went to school to
mand responsibilities? Capt. Joseph Harrison said a "nightearn third officer papers and to
Dahl seemed astonished at the club dance ih the nude is not
Tat* as a wireless operator.
question. "Never," he said. contrary to contemporary
He had risen to second 'officer
The ship.always comes first." standards in Evansville."
on Norwegian cargo-passenger
kvansville has no specific orAnticipation is 114 name of
ships when World War II
banning nude dancing
winter
dinance
in
game
into
safety
went
the
interrupted. Then he
weather, the Tire Industry in nightclubs,
convoy duty. sailing for five
yedhcl-an oil tankers and
Safety Council says. Braking on
ammunition ships. surviving
EMBARGO AC1
hard-packed snow and glare ice
innumerable air and u-boat can take up to ten times the.
Embargo.-Act was
•first
The
attacks and winning Norway's
regularly"required passed by Congress on Mar 26,
War Medal in the process. distance
_
1794 - - —
Then back to peacetime sailing- to -atop on dry roads.

Comfortable heating
took long, long time

Cruise shi captain
is a specia breed

Government To
Abandon EBS

violently for hours. Finally,
rescuers hauled the drum from
the water, and the daredeall
was taken to a nearby hospital.
The authorities had not
grit and
counted upon his
perserverance, however. Thar
same night, Hill eluded pursuing nurses and doctors, and
with We aid of several friends
returned to the river and successfully completed the trip.
One year later, he attempted
to go over the Horseshoe Falls
in a barrel., .
He miscalculated the tricky
Niagara River currents, and
washed ashore in Queen Victoria Park on the Canadian side
of the international boundary.
Curious spectators later sent
the unmanned barrel over the
cataract. It was smashed into a
grotesque shape.
Hill's father was the most
famous of the Niagara
daredevils and rivermen. He
shot and crossed the lower
rapids many times, and was
credited in his lifetime with
saving 211 persons from
drowning, and with recovering
the bodies of 177 other river
victims,
—d—
Another sop, William ite
Jr.,died in 1951 in an attempt to,
conquer the Falls in # flimsy
h=be device shaped like a

iiidteting Class
Makes-Tour Of
Ryan Milk Company''
• The Marketing Class of
Murray State University made
a field trip to the Ryan Milk
Company on Tuesday. Dr.
William Seale, chairman of the
department, is the class instructor.
James Garrison, manager of
the plant, showed the group
through the plant showing them
the processing of milk from the
time it enters the plant until it is
through the complete process.
The group was shown
through the Special Products
markets
which
Division
whipping cream, half and half,
dips, , etc., for 170- dairies in
Garrison „
seventeen states.
said the plant was the first one
,in the nation to have this
completely sterile operation for
the special products.
1
Garrison told the class that
their plaOs include hopes to
build a new plant where milk
products will be processed,
packaged,stored, and loaded on
trucks Without any humans
them: • _
Pull PA Pfill PA PAP PA WI PA,

WALL
PAPER

All are gone now. And with
them. a colorful era of danger
and daring that added zest and
excitement to an already magic
tourist attraction.
When 'you - check out your
recreational vehicle for the
coming season make sure the
spare is in as good shape as the
other tires. Some tire sizes,
-especially on smaller trailers,
may not be available when and
if you get off the beaten path.
Missing tire valve caps should
be replaced immediately, to
prevent, malfunction due to the
collection of foreign matter in
the valve.

Over a hundred
patterns in stock.
REASONABLY
PRICED!!

Clampett
PaintStore
Home of
Red Spot Paints
. On The Square 3
Ma ield K.
Ift 1A11111111111111M1IN if.

•

Federal Savings and Loan
Murray Branch
Offers You More Than The Communities'
Highest Savings Rates

We Give You Insured Safety!

Wm 22daysin Europe
and a V1N
to bring home.Free.*

No one has ever .lost a penny in a Savings Account insured
by the Federal Savings d Loan Insurance Corporation.
•

And two, come up with,the winning entry in
the contest to name our new computer plug.
That:s the plug that will connect every new
Volkswagen to our VW Computer Self-Analysis
System.
It's the service system of the future.
• Every '72 Volkswagen is already equipped
for it, and the first computers will begin oaero•.
lion soon.
Come in and let us..tell 'goy about it. And ,
about the contest. -After all, its probtiblt%e first lime you've •
been-able to enter a contest with a bug in it.
Don't wait any longer.
• F.,a.peo,

teoil tastes.
Psip, sal int-16,100,

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC
$41i
1100 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 75341150
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. 111 5 P.M.

.0

--' loiii .4

, 4
', a a .

You could bethe winnerin hisarea.
We're having a contest.
SwitzerIf you win we'll give you'alonand,
land, Germany, Belgium, Austria, Luxembourg,
And France.
We'll give you twenty-two days, with deluxe
and first class accommodations, and breakfasts
and dinners ot us.
Well give -foto a Volkswagen Super beetleit
for sightseeing. And afterward we'll bring
home as your souvenir.
We'll give you all this, free, if you dotwo
things:
One,tern* le end hosidtive-csteew '72 Volkswagen. You'll discover it's ahead of its time.
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-1VIurrali Branch.„
Fed9rai Savings and Loan
Main at 7th Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7921
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- Kentucky Roundup
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Als)iirnifTon Mkt Chief E.C. Hale
says he plans to retire July 1.
Hale has been on the force 40 years, and has been chief for 19.
Lexington Mayor Foster Pettit said a committee will be appointed to name a successor to Hale.

VP Welcomes
4161—st Thursday

Two Car Collision
from Page 11
sIkCUIS Thunday_At_t_
hourly earnings of some 45 mil- 12th And Sycamore
, lion rank-and-file workers,

Employment...
(Continued

11

0

'I
111

more than half the nation's toThe intersection of South 12th
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)
two =le__ and Sycamore Streets was the
tal
work
Katie
force.
— Despite renewed pressur
in March to $3.57. This was 21 scene of a two car collision
the South Vietnamese
against
Cooper
Sherman
John
Sens.
)—Republican
AP
t
WASHINGTON
cents or 6.3 per cent above a Thursday at 2:06 p.m., acon the battlefield, Vice Presiand Marlow Cook of Kentucky voted against tabling a bill that
year earlier.
cording to the report filed by the
•
•
dent Spiro. T. Agnew says he is
would limit the President's war powers.
rise in hourly 1barnings officers of the. Murray Police
The
the
survive
confident they will
The motion Thursday to table the bill was defeated i the Senate
4-*11 a small Vittease -hi the Department. -No-Injuries Were
test.
58-13.
length of the average work listed on the report. He made the assessment
week boosted average rankCars involved were a 1971
home
in a welcome
LOUISVILLE, Ky., AP)-2The Louisville arid Nashville Thursday
pay by $1.09 per week Datsun four door driven by
and-file
Airborne,
101st
the
to
address
Railroad
Railroad Co. will not merge with Seaboard Coast Line
to $131.73, the report said.
Frances Bucy Wyatt, 522 Shady
last American division to be
Co., but will continue as an independently-operated company, the
Lane Drive, Murray, and a 1957
average
The gain in the
pulled out of combat.
says L & N President Prime Osborn.
Oldsmobile four door driven by
strongly
at
placed
was
paycheck
president
weekly
vice
The
Seaboard has gained full ownership of the L & N. Osborn said
Willie Dennis Brown of Dexter
this country's inter$8.08 or 6.5 per cent above a
there will not be any major cutback in personnel of facilities, as a defended
Route One.
rising living
war and conBut
earlier.
the
in
vention
year
result of the takeover.
Police said Mrs. Wyatt, going
costs of 3.7 per cent over the
tended that history will show it
on Sycamore, was turning
west
year reduced the gain in purwas no mistake.
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP—The Lexington City Commission has
one of the most
to $3.21 or 2.8 left'onto South 12th Street and
power
been
has
chasing
"It
given first reading to an ordinance creating a Lexington-Fayette
said she had the green light.
unselfish acts in the history of
s_ner cent.
County transit authority.
Brown, going north on South
policy,"
employment,
foreign
in
Stares
Increases
United
The action Thursday night was the first step toward public
12th Street, said the light was
told an estimated 14,000
(tailings and hours of work are
he
ownership of a mass transit system.
for him, according to the
green
base
of
military
signs
generally viewed as
spectators at this
The ordinance must also be approved by Fayette Fiscal Court,
police report. •
Kentuckythe
growth.
straddles
economic
which
Officers of the Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Class are pictured with officials of the Peoples Bank of
which would have authority to pay the Lexington Transit Co. up to
Damage to the Datsun was on
Tennessee border.
The modestsfise in the wholewho hosted the dinner for class members and guests at the Colonial House Smorgasbord
Murray
$172,000 by June 30, 1973.
the left front fender, bumper,
Screamto
it
brought
the
index
price
credited
Agnew
eale
Max
bank,
Thursday evening. Pictured left to right are Ray Brownfield, vice-president of the
The city and county have been subsidizing the company at the
117.4 of its 1967 base. This and grill, and to the Oldsmobile
ing Eagles of the 101st and othSmotherman, class secretary-treasurer, Gene Jones, class president, Harvey Ellis, vice-president
rate of $5,000 a month for several months.
providing
with
means that, on the average, on the head light.
er fighting units
and farm representative of the bank, H.Glenn Doran, president of the bank, and James Harris, class
the
and
assistance
the
wholesale goods worth $100 five
time,
the
vice-president.
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP)—Construction of Interstate 24 in Tenyears ago now cost $117.40. The
chance for the South Vietnamnessee is back onochedule and will probably be completed at the
index was 3.9 per cent above a
to prove themselves.
same time as the Kentucky segment of the highway, now that the ese
war earlier.
"I believe," he continued,
Tennessee Legislature has approved a $100 million bond issue for
(Continued from Page 1)
"Sharply lbwer prices for
will record that as a
"history
.
.
the road.
moral
worthwhile and
fresh and dried vegetables and people have worked for more..
Charleston Appleton, pnblis relations director of the Tennessee very
Ushmt,_rehaps tht
a substantial drop in hog quota- than. 20 years now and have
Department of Highways, said a cutback in federal'highw
the Uni
that
act
moral
tions after earlier advances spent more than 50 billion
most
r2ad
four-lane
the
funds had severely hampered progress on
the
.
r
tve
gueg
end
his
T
performedass.members
we Cfilefly-respOnsible for the dollars, the fOreign aid goals of
ever
-States
from Eaducah, Ky., to Nashville, Tenn.
world community." Lynn Grove Adult Farmer
decline in the farm products in- America are nowhere in sight,
It appears that Tennessee would lag about a year behind. It zen of the
dex," the report said.
The vice president paused Class, taught by W.H. Brooks,
he gaid.
expects to finish its 91-mile segment in 1975.
added "this is my answer were entertained with a dinner
then
"These decreases weretnodNow, Appleton said, construction of the interstate would be put
house,
"If we can't feed,
erated principally by advances
to those who say this is an
House
Colonial
at the
back into line with the Kentucky schedule for completion.
the
for
jobs
provide
and
educate
with
and
for eggs, oil seeds, fluid milk
Mayor Holmes Ellis and group recognition
moral war."
Smorgasbord on Thursday
people already here, how can
He pointed out that the 101st, evening with the Peoples Bank Calloway County Judge Robert addresses and panel discussions and grains," it added.
we possibly provide for the
which went to Vietnam in July, of Murray as the hosts.
"Lower meat prices were al0. Miller have proclaimed the to call the public's attention to
millions of .new people exofficers
1965, earned 10 campaign
most entirely responsible for
Eddie Workman, president of mont of April as "Law Ap- the services there
panding the population every_
of
Medals
Murray
in
12
Month"
perform.
processed
and
tkie
in
preciation
streamers
decline
the
(Coatinued from Page 1)
presided at the
the class,
year?" he asked.
"NOW,THEREFORE,We do foods and feeds index," it said.
Honor.
dinner meeting and expressed and Calloway County. The
A na4ve of Columbus, Ind.,
He mildly criticized the ma- his appreciation to officials of proclamation, signed Thursday proclaim the month of April in. Meat prices in the last conEnemy forces were reported
Jones joined the U.S. State
NEW YORK (AP) — Joey
Ap"Law
as
is
as
1972
reads
tempofailing
Ellis,
for
year
and
media
Miller,
by
Februhighway
for
the
jor news
sumer price report
to have cut the
the bank for their hospitality.
in 1951, and since
. Gallo, a member of Brooklyn's
preciation Month- in the City of ary had increased sharply fol- 'Department
"adequately report one side of
rarily in nine places south of
New officers elected for the follows:
that time has served in emGallo Brothers gang, was shot
of
County
the
in
governand
the
Murray
"WHEREAS,
rises.
wholesale
earlier
lowing
An 1c, the capital of Binh Jae war."
coming year were Gene Jones,
bassies in Tel Aviv, Belgrade
to death early today in a resHe said little attention had president, James Harris, vice- ments or this nation, state, Calloway, Kentucky, and do
Long Province 60 miles-north of
and Seoul, Korea, as well as
report
The
unemployment
taurant in Little Italy in lower
civic
Saigon. Govermitent troops - been given-to the extensive civ- president, arid Max Smother- county, and city are founded on urge all citizens and
said the jobless rate for men holding
important
ad--Manhattan • ' •
law, Without which Ireed0In &nips to Join Quotarians -in
ic action and -pacification pro- man, secretary-treasurer:
were making -stamens in an
edged up from 4 tall_ per cent ministrative post within- the
Crazy Joe or Joey the Blond,
all
to
appreciation
per,„
apressing
grams which the 101st
fort to keep the. route open to
W.H. Brooks, teacher, said cannot exist', and
with a total of 2.3 million, the department in Washington on
as he was more familiarly
"WitEREAS,- Those public of our law enforcsment offormed for the Vietnam popu- this was the twelfth annual
supply convoys.
rate for women rose from 5 to three different occasions.
known, was taken in a police
to
is
it
duty
whose
threatened,
ficials."
servants
lus.
was
An Loc itself
dinner for the Lynn Grove
5.4Sher cent with a total of 1.6
He is a political science
cart to Beekman Downtown
The proclamation was signed
He said the paratroopers pro- Class, one of the larger classes uphold and enforce the law are
and positions all around it were
million and the rate for teen- gratudate
of
DePauw
Hospital where he was dead on
singled out for by both Robert 0. Miller and
not often
vided medical assistance, built in the county.
rocket and mortar atunder
agers declined from 18.8 to 17.9 University, Greencastle, Ind.,
r arrival.' •
refugees
for
assisted
Ellis.
deserve
they
Holmes
schools and
tack. But the Saigon command
.•
Officials of the bank present recognition
per cent with a total of 1.2 mil- and has done graduate work at
Police said Gallo was gunned
said the government still-hold- larecoVering from the trauma who made short talks were H. defandiinir-eur---freedinia; And _
the University of Colorado and'. down by-an-unknown man who
Club
Quota
the
"WHEREAS,
and tratedy of war." ,
the town.
Glenn Doran, president, Ray
In a racial breakdown, the at Harvard University.
escaped after the shooting. The
the
of
Few details were known of'
Brownfield, vice-president, and of Murray, Kentucky,
bureau said the jobless rate for
incident happened about 5:30
After more than a year of
attacks in the Mekong DelHarvey Ellis, 'vlastspresident, 23rd. District of Quota Inwhite workers rose from 5.1 to "looking around", -he a$-N&a.m. in Ilberto's Clam House at the
hien-Page
(Cantlened
special
•
•
planning
fernationaluire
ta, but the command said 40 of
and farm representative. They
per cent. The unemploy- fani1y selected .141111711Ys_____.
1.29 Mulberry St.
-ittleserimy and 10 government
presented each Member and observances in the month of.
ment
rate for other races— because of its "liveability" as
troops were killed and 23 govguest with an Eisenhower silver April to honor law enforcement Lenvil Hall is sending out mostly blacks—remained un- the place to make their home
William Hall Completes
and
individual
ernment men were wounded.
with
officers
dollar in a case.
memorandums to 30 such asso- changed at 10.5 per cent.
after his retirement in 1970 from
The threat to Saigon was not
Present for the dinner were
ciations that now do not have
the State Department. They live
Carl Turner of Gilbertsville Ray Brownfield, Harvey Ellis,
considered inunediate, senior
Staff Officer Course
federal insurance to advise
at 1313 Main Street.
age 68, died
officers said, but the urgent Route One,
Glenn Crawford, Glenn Kelso,
them to get it. He said be does
Jones was introduced by M.C.
Ft. Leavenworth, Kan. Army need
the
at
a.m.
12:25
at
Thursday
reinforcements
for
Messrs and Mesdames 0.4.
not think he can require such
Garrott, program chairman for
Reserve Colonel William E. drained the capital region of its Benton Municipal Hospital.
Bogard, Leon Cooper-, Rylandfirms to get insurenee
dry. • .
Half, whose mother, Mrs. reserve forces.
The deceased -survived by Darnell, Duff Erwin, Alpha
s_•
The tWO Louisvitte-firmi put '
Gertrude Bidwell, lives in
Turner
Beatrice
Mrs.
wife,
his
the
James
said
Ford,
William Gargus,
Military sources
into receivership—Prudential'
Murray, recently completed the
Route One; one
that forms of Gilbertsville
Harris, Clifton Jones, Gene
and American Building and
final phase of the command and paratroop battalion
Edward Turner of
Charles
son,
Jones, Glenn Kelso, Eugene By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Loan Associations—did not
Nguyen Van Thieu's
general staff officer- course at President
sisters, Mrs.
CHARLOTTESVIIIF, Va.
alerted for Taylor, Mich.; two
was
Nance, Alfred H. Murdock,
guard
palace
thunderstorms have such insurance.
Violent
the U.S. Army Command and
Route
AP) — Former President Lynbat- Donnie Henson of Hardin
Marvin erupted along a cold front in
William
infantry
Murdock,
N.
firm,
an
and
Louisville
duty,
other
One
field
General Staff College, Ft.
One and Mrs. Lorena Garr of Parks, Carroll M. Rogers,
don B. Johnson was admitted to
talion was assigned to the palthe Midwest late Thursday, Southern Savings and Building the University of Virginia HosLeavenworth, Kan.
Paducah; three grandchildren; Glenn
Five persons were cited by
Rogers, Max Smother- triggering tornadoes in Illinois, Association, is without the fedThe course is organized into ace.
two great grandchildren.
pital's cardiac unit early today the Murray Police Department
AmU.S.
man,
Workman,
with
Eddie
Max
depositors
met
and
eral
insurance,
Thieu
Iowa and Indiana and ending a
10 phases and given over a fiveFtneral services will be held
on Wednesday, Thursday, and
suffering from chest pains.
by bassador Ellsworth Bunker and Saturday at two p.m. at the Workman, Robert Wright, J.B. brief spell of mild spring there have withdrawn some $2
either
period
year
Dr. Richard S. Crampton, as- Friday, according to the
the
Abrams,
One
Brooks.
W.H.
W.
and
Creighton
Burkeen,
action
since
state's
million
the
Gen.
weather.'"
correspondence or through the
of the Collier Funeral
sociate professor of internal citation repbrts filed by the
class member, W.P. West, was
commander of American forces chapel
One person was killed and against Prudential and Ameri- medicine at the hospital here officer.
U.S. Army Reserve school
Home, Benton, with Rev. unable to attend.
situthe
review
to
Vietnam,
nine were injured when a tor- can, Ralph Logan, Southern's and Johnson's physician, said
system. The final two-week in
Eugene Meadows officiating.
They were one for reckless
nado ripped through Pore, Ill., president and board chairman, the former president is com- driving and unnecessary noise
phase is conducted at Ft. ation.
Marshall
the
in
be
will
Burial
northern front below
said
the
On
Thursday.
in the north-central part of the
Leavenworth.
County Memory Gardens.
official sources said
Hall held a news conference fortable, his condition stable, at 5:15 p.m. Wednesday, one for
state. State police reported anThe training is designed to the DIV,
at the funeral
call
may
Friends
driving while intoxicated at
attacks
Vietnamese
in Louisville at which and he -is undergoing tests.
Thursday
North
that
othes person was killed by a
prepare selected officers for
home.
Dr. Crampton declined to say 12:20 a.m. Thursday, one for
levlowest
their
departto
his
he
that
dropped
emphasized
had
tornado in Barnard, Ind.
responsible positions at division
specifically that the ex-presi- public drunkenness at 9:15 p.m.
offensive was
Possible tornadoes swept ment's action was specifically dent had suffered a heart at- Thursday, one for disregarding
and support command levels. It el since the
Graveside
rites
for
Stacey
AmeriFriday.
and
Prudential
last
against
launched
also provides them with an
Lynn Tharpe, one day old in- throne freeiton County, Ind., can. He said the Department of tack.
stop sign, reckless driving and
South Vietnamese tanks and
understanding of the duties of
fant,
were held Thursday at causing a countywide . power Banking and Securities had
Johnson had been visiting his fleeing a police officer at 12:13forces
enemy
battled
marines
corps and field army general
four p.m. at the Murray City failike and heavy damage to a checked an audit of Southern daughter and son-in-law, Mr, a.m. Friday, and one for public
Dong Ha, keystone of
staff officers, and of army west of
News
Market
Cemetery
with Rev. William high school. Another twister done December 31, 1971, and and Mrs. Charles Robb, in this drunkenness at six a.m. Friday.
State
Federal
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Torino
new
been stored all winter should
the child to learn to learn," is
AlOC
this is not a necessity. a 245:00p.m.
be placed upright on a level
the goal here.
hour warmup can do no harm.
24
of
a
"We
for
period
surface
In the director's words,
-If there is an auxiliary
hours-to allow oil in the sealed
drain pan under the unit, as is
are the only school attempting
DINETTE SUITE, table with
the case in many attic inintensive early intervention system to drain back into the
chairs, wrought iron with
foer
r.
compresso
is
pan
the
sure
be
s,
condistallation
operant
using
training,
surfaces,
wood grain top. Phone
all
exposed
-Dust
formica
drajia
the
and
out
cleaned
tions techniques," which
to
air
AlOC
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE on ...
attention
special
paying
of!..
a-pieelier
with
492-8410.
Flush
open.
translates as a kind of reward inlets and outlets; wipe down
because
runoff
to
water check
system for good Work.
•Radios •TVs •Stereos •Car Radios-plastic surfaces with soap and
insects sometimes block
NAUGHAHYDE HIDE-ABed and
With five full-time special %/der; and oil according to
drains.
Also
chair.
'Matching .
•Tape Players •Antenna Systems
education teachers and "scads manufacturer's instructions.
-Pick a day when the
and
chair
arm
yde
naughah
of volunteers, some student
occur
not
does
--Rusting
outside temperatures are in the
•Electrical Appliance
reclining rocker, couch and
teachers." the'school first at- 'frequently but it can happen.
mid-60a for a teat run. Shift
saw.
arm
radial
to
chair, new
especially if you live near the
tempts to teach the pupils
the themnistat from -heat to
2 H.P.
/
eashore. Buchanan suggests
Honda mini bike, 51
verbalize, then to use objects
cool and run equipment for
leaning and painting any
five or 10 minutes by dropping
appropriately and firudly to inJohnson motor. Phone 753-4858 CHRIS CRAFT Cruiser, n. with LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
1TP
the thermostat to below room
teract."This is a big step, when exposed parts that may have
after500 p.m.
75 H.P. Johnson motor, $700.00. in Kentucky. No increase in
temperature. Listen well for
the children learn to play, deteriorated over the winter
A8C price. Country Boy Stores, Army
days only.
any unusual noises,, either
„cop Phone 753-7150
months.
chase each other or throw a
22,000 BTU SEAR§
Surplus, 9 miles from Hopkinunusual
Any
or
out.
to
says,
indoors
he
wise,
always
is
It
Mrs.
said
,"
together
ball
ditioner, half seasoir oft. Phone FULL BLOODED treeing walker sville, Junction Kentucky 117 and
noise that persists indicates the
test-run the unit on the floor
AlOP
492-8216.
Walsh.
need for professional attention.
hound pups. Phone 753-7108. A 12C 164. Open'Sunday until 4:00
before- installation: (:hoome a
AlitigiC children often fail to
Some residential units,
A7C
room temperature is
when
day
vt P.ni.
home,
LIBERTY MOBILE
shoayk:any affection for their in the 70s and outside temBuchanan said, are complete
Sale
For
wren*,.•lit11.- may find great perature in the mid-60s and let
packages,.but many others are
8'100', completely furnished
SOLID BROWN 14' glass par
BA1,DWIN GRAND -piano, used,
By, this
split sistems.
pleasure iu the feel of smooth
carpeted, all electric, two
the air conditioner run for five
boat with windshield, 40 H.P.
• condition. Wurlitzer
superb
used
motor,
heatthe
trotting
motor,
arrangement,
or soft surfaces.
to 10 minutes. Note the
bedrooms. Ready to move into.
rubber
Piano, used. Two
batteries,
Two
Grand
.
once.
orcompress
discharging
cooling effectiveness and listen
Phone Clays 753-6796-nights 489They tend to look past other
covered steel antb9r. Priced
pianos.
Baldwin
ed
repossess
may
condenper section is located .
that
noises
unusual
for
P.
Autrey.
A8P
to sell. Phone
2411
people, and, according to some
New Baldwin organs and pianos.
unit requires more outdoors. *while the coon
the
indicate
753-2404.
Farmer,
in the field, may have trouble extensive checking. If the unit evaporator is in the house a
Pfactice pianos. Rent-To• Plan, 42
comprehending things they see
NEW X-!1 Reducing
Connected with the ducts to
runs but does not cool it
home Purchase plan. Lonardo • Piano
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MOBILE
STAR
970
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. when very "yowig, even such
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TWO 13EDROOM trailer, air
conditioned, three miles from
Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 753ABC
6231.

ED-- EXPERIENCED
inUrViteady work. Insurance
furnished!For interview phone
A
753-5287.

DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room,
;--eentsal.tieaLancLair.
carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom, range. Days
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
TFC
5:00 p.m.

WANTED MAN to work on hog
farm. Must be able to use all
kinds of farm machinery. Steady
employment, good pay. Contact
Robert C. Overbey, Route 7,
Mayfield, Kentucky 247-5348 or
A7C
247-3710.
WANTED: GENERAL farm
worker, full time. Call 489-2691
AI1C
after5 p.m.

WAITRESS
WANTED
Apply In Person

Jerry's
Restaurant
• South-12th -Street

Home!
Protect Your
Termites wort 24 hours a

Do not be deceived!
day the year round...Winter and Summer.

CALJ. TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelleys_Termite
Pesttontrol
---Atimkicy.
100 S. 13th Street
-1111:
Phone:7513914 frafor
Home Owned and Operated Over 20-hars
Lionsetty
Member Chamber of Commerce

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, newAy decorated,
private. $75.00 per month. Immediate possession. Shown by
appointment. Phone 753-3001 or
A7C
474-2260.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, couples
only. See Brandon Dill at Dill
Trailer Court after 400 psn. A7C
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living 'room, kitchen, bathroom,
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South Ulth treet. Phone
Al2C
753-6609.

LARGE ATTRACTIVE- unfurnished Apairtment, S. 111th
Two bedraoni;Iiiing-dining
WANTED WOMEN and girls.
kitchen, utility, bath*. Carpeted
Need extra cash? Work your own
air conditioned. Stove, oven
hours. Be your own boss. Call 489INTERIOR, EXTERIOR refrigerator, garbage disposal
2416 for further information. A7C INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
Free . estimate. dishwasher. 2,150.00 per month
painting' any size job. All work painting.
d. Phone Phone 753-3865 or 753-4974. Al2C
guatantee
on
Satisfacti
quality
Use
first
d.
guarantee
paint. Free estimate.-Call StevegTrinnan-Edviaide,--752.6587. A8P
3 BEDROOM fully carpeted and
April 10C
Todd,753-8495.
- PAINTING INSIDE, and out and fully draped- house. Built-in
disposal, dishwasher and stove.
FURNITURE REFINISHING, general repair. Phone 435No pets. Call 753-5142 days or153___
4171
pick
,11 work guaranteed. Free
MC
3967 nights.
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Jerry
finish.
Antique or natural
WILL DO lawn movming and
April 20C yard cleaning. Setting shrubbery,
McCoy,753-3045.
working in flower garden. ExPIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. perienced. Phone 753-1841. AlOC
PfompJ expect service. 15 years
experience. Ben -w. Myer, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, bac
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247- hoe wqrk. Phone Rex Camp,
Apri126C
•
/1072.
TF
5933.
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
WESTERN AUTO
"Service, lawn
8, 10:00 a.m. at the home of the,HANDY MAN
and 1968
repairs,
i
N
hotisebok
SIIT443c
Work,
JAVELI
hito Sire:
Home of
jobs. No job too automatic, bronze with white
Marshall C.ounty.- Fairdealing various gleaning
753-8892
Ken
•
-vinyl top and white stripes.
The Wishing Well
Community, locate:TS miles east small. Phone
2 mile Monday-oe_Wednesday after 6:00 Excellent coidition. Phone ,7531
of Benton:on Highway 406 /
A7P 9900 or 4914296 after 5:00
,
P.m •
west of ,3unction 62. fa 496.
p.m. -13=4*Selling 1 living-roan June, 1 old
and
PLOWING
furnished.See at 1616 Main. Air'
- rocking Their, 1 black and white GARDEN
miles,
9,000
240Z,
DATSUN
1971
ing. Call
TV,air conditioner, 1 old chest of discing. Also Bushhogg
nt. Knight's air conditioning, mag wheels, AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Two
drawers, 2 bedroom suites,'bed now for appointme
A11C tape player, FM stereo. Phone bedroom apartment, central air
spreads, pillows, quilts, blankets, Shop,753-4035.
A8P
753-9240.'
•
conditioning. Wall to wall carpet.
quilt tops and pieces, throw rugs
'Bestlocation.PhOrie 753electric range, refrigerator, 2 BULLDOZER...WORK, trucking,
9
DODGE WAGON,
a 10C
My- -beeldtfast-bat
oning,
r, alr
ss
paenge
small kitchen appliances, dishes, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or 58,000 miles Neer tires. $795.00.
M unfurnished
some depression pieces, linens, 354-8161 after 6:00p.m. Apr. 7C Phone 474-2257. ,•
Atit THREE BEDROO
at 9th and
located
house,
,
all typFs, vacuum cleaners
Sycamore. $80.00 per month. Gal
.efifferobi, Ashley wood heater,
CONFIREBIRD
1968
753old wall telephone, treddle WILL MOW lawns, now and all VERTIBLE, one owner, local, heat, full basement. Phone
IC
Al
1018.'
sewing machine, box of old dolls summer: Phone 753-8550 after new tires. In good condition.
and toys, 4 kerosene
A8P
May3C $1300.00. Phone 753-8444.
6:00p.m.
Fli14:111"?
smoothing irons, old vic
records,some old and some w,
door,
four
a
ake
,
beautiful
them
1962 FORD GALAXIE
1 churn, marble collection, EXPERIENCED WORK in V-8 straight shift. Good running
ith
sight
electric irons, tea kettle, bean landscaping, mowing, planting, condition. Phone 753-4159.
A7P
BLUE LusTRIE
kettle, 2 old guns, shot gun and pruning and the making of flower
Rent electric
A
rifle, baby'high chair, hand tools, beds. Phone 753-6051.
shampooer SI.
all types. Many other items too
numerous to mention. Come buy
1969 CooDGE CHARGER RT,
110‘11-;
what you will.-Refreshments OR ALL your home additions automatic, power steering, silver
.‘t
&
win be on the presrnises. Chuck Iterations, remodeling, etc. grey with black vinyl roof and
Thompson, Administrator 437- Free Estimates. Phone 753matching interior. Excellent IF YOU are a married couple and
TFC condition. Phone days 75:13796,
4710; Willard Knott, Auctioneer, 6123.
would like to have a nice quiet
A7C
AZP place close to the University, you
Phone 437-4666.
nights 489-2471. '
should see this theee room furnished cottage, available at the
end of this semester. Phone 753A8C
1589.
•
TENDER LOVING CARE
SERVICE STATIC/II, 'major
IS ALL THIS HOUSE HAS EVER KNOWN. Seven Bedrooms
brand products_.In Hardin,
Hugh
Contact
Kentucky.
-.
Dishn
Kitche
us
Spacio
Room
3/ Baths-Huge Family‘
Carraway, 753-2321 or after 6:00
l
l
&
Air
Centra
wather ;Disposal - Workshop - Centra Heat
.A1.1C
_
753-4024. •--

Vacuum --trne BlocktoLthe University - A Lot of little extras.
Ready for Occupancy.
CONSIDERING A NURSERY SCHOOL?
E. Eight Room Frame House in Good
TIGAT
INVES
x 450'. Plenty of Play Room, inside and out.
80'
Location. Lot
FIRST OFFERING.
, JUST OUTSIDE THE CITY
4 Bedroom Brick -Dining Room - Huge Living Room - 2 Baths
- Partial Basement- On Thirty Acres - Make an Offer.
• ALL YE PONY & HORSE-LOVER-S
Own Your Own Riding Room and Ckfarters. Within 0.6 Mile of
City Limits.
IA LITTLE PLACE IN THE COUNTRY
Nice 3 Bedroom Frame House - Carpet One and one-third
Acres Only- S11,500.
s A PERFECT STARTER
Nice 3 Bedroom - Partially Carpeted Large Kitchen Nice
Lot Good Location.

Oaks
.11.1fa LLSTED TM LARGE FARM across road from
frontage
highway
nule
14
tely
approxima
Country Club. Has
2 mile frontage on gravel road. Has nine
1
and approximately,/
two baths. Has horse barns with n
with
house
room brick
stalls, grade A Dairy barn, silo, hay barns, concrete feeding
night
pens, fences, cross fences, riding rings, one lighted for
which
lots
large
extra
20
into
plated
been
has
acres
riding. 20
transhould bring about the listed price. Has 51.4 per cent
sferrable loan.
'
FRONTAGE on the
BUILDING LOT WITH LOTS OF
course. irt is priced to sell.
.
HOUSE which has two
DAY $8,500 WILL BUY THIS
room, bath and utility
dining
kitchen,
room,
living
,
bedrooms
-upstairs.
room
large
one
on ground floor and
.
,bedroom house,
THREE
THIS
IS
PLACE
$11J00
R
ANOTHE
utility:
with'sunporch;living itiOnVhath; kitchen, and
12'160' is the size of
97'x200' IS THE SIZE OF THE LOT AND
which is on it. It
home
mobile
bedroom
the outstanding three
is extra sharp and has
also has a outside storage building. It
like new furnishings.
.
wooded lot for
TWO•MOBILIEJJOW AND A ONE ACRE
different locations.
EXCELLENT COMMERCIAL LOTS in
up.
$3,500
Priced from
ped land, all for
30 LAKE LOTS PLUS 12 acres of undevelo
.
only $15,000.00

THE ABOVE BUSINESS HOUSES AND MOBILE HOME on
The
two acre lot is located less than one mile from city limits.
present businesses are laundrornat and grocery building,
832,000.00.
mobile home,all fixtures and land priced at only
bedroorn house
ONE OF THE BEST BUYS IN TOWN in four
den, range,
room,
dining
room,
Has 2k-2 baths, large living
'drive to
dishwasher, disposal, two car garage, concrete
frontage.
200'
has
Lot
air.
and
heat
central
street, carpeted,
.
several shade trees. $36,750.00
FUL 3 bedroom
ON SIRAWA CIRCLE WE HAVE A BEAUTI
drapes to
brick with central atr, extra nice carpet with
concrete
garage,
grill,
gas
with
patio
baths,
Two
match.
sold at
If
town.
in
streets
quietest
drive, one of the nicest,
.
once will leave washer, dryer and refrigerator.

op.
Bop
Yew
'Met

,n
and I

GOOD:1311Y-It
-0/440DSON AVENUE WE HAVE A REAL
Jwo
carpetlag
is a three bedroom brick, central heat, range,
This
extras.
other
and
room
living
large
den,
baths,spacious
one is priced to sell -at only 622,500.00.large
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, BUILT-IN-cange, emirs
room,
utility, carport, thtee bedroomii,-EvIng room, family
lot
baths,carpeting throughout,and lots of closets. Large
.
$24,500.00
at
and priced to sell
has over
IT'S ft. DANDY!! THIS BEAUTIFUL tri-level house
oven,
cleaning
self
Double
equipped.
it's
3,000 square feet and
poured
dishwasher, central heat and air, central vacuum,
huge
waxless floors, carpeting, fireplace,. bookcases,
2
/
11
baths;
2
1
/
2
closets,
large
13
room,
recreation room, living
acres of land. Must see inside to appreciate.

VA LOANS,n
qualified bor
pay. Youllert
be financed
Homes, 3900
way, Paduca.
443-6150.

Has
ONLY 84,250 FOR THIS TWO BEDROOM HOUSE.
living
electric heat,new roof, nice decorations,kitchen, bath,
room.MuclictUrdierthan a trailer and less money
_
ii.
ACRES pit&c_ncAux ALL CLEARED and soweitcli
newly
room,
Ing
biiiii;11V
'WE
house,
• Has good Country
led kitchen, Utility room, three bedrooms with room
THREE BEDROOMS,f4IEBATHS, FULL;basement,Iving. --remode
more in upstairs. Located in Graves County, on
three
built-in
for
range,with
room with false fireplace, large kitchen
blacktop road and priced to sell.
price of only
wood deck, dining room, all for the -low
of
$16;000.00.
- - OVER105ACRES WITH 50:ketiftdad5sorrom LAM.
This place is fixed to farm and has a three bedroom house.On
STREET. Has carpet,
LARGE 10 ROOM HOUSE ON MAIN
Only
monper
$150.00
a paved road with good well and plenty of stock water.
for
renting
central gasheat, garage. Now
.
$18,000.00
th.Price has been reduced.

VERY little inBUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR A
in the prime
right
business
going
this
buy
can
vestment you
It's priced.
included,
tions
act000wla
tifrie of tho-ye-ar. Livirtg

LOT lotated
WE HAVE THE BMACIL ADDMONschool from
Sycamore-16th Street. No better location for
up.
and
$3,650.00
y.
Universit
grade to

AURRY BEFORE IT'S GONE,THIS 30acres with excellent
well.
three bedroom brick trouse, good,fences, Cattle shed,
extra
is
and
s
apiiliance
,
carpeting
has
house
garage, and the
sharp. Only $20,000.00.

$2,250. Business and
WE HAVE LOTS IN CAMELOT FROM
$3,250.
industrial
_ lots from
home on two
EXTRA NICE THREE BEbROOM mobile
Murray.
from
miles
two
extra large lots,

two
IN DEXTER AND PRICED TO SELL at $7,850.00 Has
sized
large bedrooms,spacious kitcherwestra nice bath, good
heat, huge lot
living room,storm doors and windows, electric
now.
one
this
see
Must
with outbuildings.

many other fine listings
If none of the above is what you have in mind, call us . . . we have
irrit:ig,:finding just
and are members of the Multiple Listing Service. We will be glad to_assi
season is nearly
what you want. WANT -TO SELL? . . . Then give us a ring! The Spring buying
here, so let us assist yell in selling your property.
WE ALWAYS NEED GOODATSTINGS!

* Member of Multiple Listing *
' Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
WHEN 11 COMES TO REAL ESTATE .
SEE

ST

Opm
12th &

- 1
Sha

OPEN
15 on be

Steam

505 W.n Street

Ray Roberts - 753-5583

Hoyt

Roberts - 75

ONE BEDROOM mobile home,
modern, air conditioned. .$80.00 HOME WITH extra large rooms. MUST
SEE to appreciate KENIAI5A SHORES- Large lake
per month. Phone 753-3855. A8C House has four bedrooms in Beautiful 3 bedroom brick-home, acess lots for 6795.00 and up.
on
dead
S con- •
excellent neighborhood,
baths, $10.00 down and $10.00 per month. 1965 OLDS CUTLAS
Camelot Addition %
SIX ROOM unfurnished brick on end street. Easy walking central heat and air, carpeting, Water and all utilities available. vertible, by--,original owner,
power steering, air conditioned,
312 Irvan. Absolutely no pets. distance to University; one block built-in stove' and dishwasher. Phone 436-5320.
bucket seats, console, tilt
.
Phone 492-8283.
Al3C Robertson School and bus route formal dining room, terraced ,
steering wheel. Good condition.
to Middle School,two blocks high patio, 2 car garaie,large storage
•
with
Phone436-5833 after 6:00
n
COMFORTABLE
• Al2p
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY school. Fenced back yard,
. __ZaEcNiouIsC
area.'Call 75.1.9556.
areas
garden
and..
AIOP
trees
fruit
Ken- p.m.
cabinhome
to
apartment, close
campus.
tucky'
Lake(Blood River Area),2
Phone 753-6564 for further in, Phone 753-6557.
acres waterfront; private boat 1963 F-85 OLDS station wagon,
formation. •TFC house, beach and dock. Fully automatic transmission, radio, •
•
GOOD INVESTMENT property
furnished. Phone 753-8654 after heater. $150.00. Phone 753CLEAN UP Shop with all' Com- nearly two acres in heart of town,
AMC
7853.
5:00p.m.
A8C
the
and
pressor furnished. Good location:,near fah and Sycamore
A 10C hospital. Nice retirement home'
Phone 753-3018.
sight. Buyer-gets land, old 9 room 351 Acre farm on Tennessee
bnine, and remodeling material. Highway 140 between Puryea
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
ApBuchanan.
A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone and
apartment at71014 PopJsr. Phone 753-76200r 753-9912.
Aprill8c proximately 30 tillable acres
IOC
.A
on,
382Farmingt
Good house and buildings.
Priced to sell. Contact
1972 BUICK RIVERIA, G.&
TMENT,
BASEME.Ni
yJames Majors
room, nicr', and NEVI- CABIN oo Kentucky • Lake
furnialsed,
,
Vintage red, white padded roof, white.
clean, utilities paid. Married in Center Ridg"Lb Lake Developon large wooded
interior, 3,270 miles, cost s7,300.0e.
couple.preferred. $65.00 per ment. Lecated
has everything; Stereo tape deck, automatic
A IOC: lot with lots of privacy. Cabin has
month. Phone 753-1739.
bath, large combination kitchenclimate coqtrol, automatic trunk lid. licensed
tieing area, enclosed front porch,
and sales tax paid in Calloway.
a
- Prim BEDROOM duplex arra; t- running water, electricity and
Ky.
Wingo,
-See This One Befeee You Buy Anotherinent, large,room'furni%her1
partially furnished. Will sell for
unfurnished. ,Also small trat1.-r $2750.00. Phone 436-2448 for in-Breed New M A Used PricePhone 489-2595.

Ext
Co

FREE ESTI
installation.

Fresh Du
12" Colora
Red flower

Cal

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales, Inc.

Majors
Real Estate

jkk
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HEA D QuARTERS

1.25

No ONE DiCTATES TO $.r
--:-U-S-VIWAT WE CAW
-SlyafttiTH TV's AND
STEIZIOS FoR COME 114
AIVU LIT 4s MAKE BE__ litvitioqief 0t you.

Personal Service Offer-'Bring Your Shoes To pealned
and Pick Them Up 35c Peir .
1

LPL'. It
g,two
5. This

HORNBUCKLE'SBARBER
213 Spruce Street SHOP None 753-3685
/

large
MOM,

rge lot

VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified borrower. 12 years to
and all extras can
pay. Your letbe financed also. Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 South Beltline Highway, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
A8C
443-6150.

Ls over
;oven,
poured
huge
hs,

Has
, living

qg ZENVIICE
MEV WE SIM

ATTENTION ALL new home
builders. Harold Swift Masonry
Contractor is now specializing in
water proof basements. Phone
753-6311. Harold Swift Masonry
Contractor, Murray, KenA7C
tuck

MURRAY HONE

AND
AUTO
-207/

CYPRESS LUMBER
•Slabs

i down.
-newly
h room
int on

W.M. AVERY

S3
•Sawdust

•

65

LUMBER CO.

LAND.
use. On
T. Only

Puryear, Tenn.

welleat
d, well,
is extra

las two
xi sized
huge lot

STARKS
HARDWARE
Opens 7 a.m.

St

12th & Poplar Street

Work
HIGHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish STOP - TERMITES.
rntJ. -Free 'estimate.
ratid-sopplies',":AKC-puppteicT1113r
Toy. Poodles, Irish Setter, Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles of HUlttingdon Termite_ _Ce,_
"-North or Murray, Kentifeky, Huhtingdon,Temente,188A8C
.53-1862or 766-9457.
phone 7
needs
tion_sale,
FLOLYOUKanc
__-April ,5975..
contact Otto Chester's Aiiction_24C7'
Service, 435-4042, Lynn Grove.
Complete auction service. April
14NC

Phone 901-247-3761

— SINCE 1925 —
If It's Musical, It's at ...
S MUSIC & TV
LEACH'Now
In The

EXPERTSEWING
MACHINE SERVICE
We pick up tie deliver
Discount Sewing &
•
Stereo ('enter
azel, Ky.
492-8812

- -Dixieland Center - Chestnut-Street

NOW OPEN

Shapemaker Health Club
OPENING SPECIALS now available until April
15 on kith the Health Club and Reducing Program.
TAKE'ADVANTAGE OF
THESE OPENING SPECIALS
* CALL 753-2962 *

SALE
'
CLASS con:inal owner,
• conditioned.
•onsole, tilt
iod condition.
6:00

A1OP
.ation• wagon,
ission, radio, •
ne 753-

A10('

WANT, TO BUY good used 26' Opal M. Williams, Dec'd
Boy's bicycle. Phone 753-584 Donald Overbey; Administrator,
A11C Murray, Ky.
after 5:00p.m.
V$ANT TO BUY split rails for Ida Vinson.BarbeeN Dec'd
fencing, also used porch swing C. D. Vinson, Administrator, 709
*
and, car rack for boat. Phone 753- Chestnut, Murray, Ky.
A7C
4138.
Elnora Wallace, Dec'd
0. E. Greenfield; Administrator,
WA Njf TO BUY speed bicycle.
TFNC 1702 Ryan Ave., Murray, Ky..
• Phone 767-2655.
.
•

All persons having- claims
WANT TO litAf Jood Used against said estates are notified
5137 A8NC to present them to the'Adbicycle. Phone 753-ministrator or Executors verified
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies+211.9rding to law, same to be
of Ledger & 'Times. Please bring presented to said Administrator
by office, 103 North 4th Street. No or Executors in due course of
TFNC
calls please.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank WATCH REV. Don Young on phone
This 3 day of April, 1972.
Monday
29,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC WDXR Channel
_
Marvin Harris, Clerk
CARD
OF
THAN
through Friday at 9:30 a.m. and
Ainley; DC. 1TP
AlOC
8:00-9:00 a.m.
The family of Edward Bryan
Fresh Dug Ready To Plant Sundays
Tolley deeply appreciates the
Ser.
&
ELE:TROLUX SALES.
12" Colorado Blue Spruce
love and kindness shown us by
vices,Box 213, Murray,Ky.,C.M. our friends in our time of need.
$2.00'
Far282-2468,
phone
Sanders,
Red flowering Quince
Gratefully,
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
" 82700
Nancy and Bud Tolley
Can be seen at
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley
Mrs. EC. Cummins
Rosemary
and
Fred
Newman
Donna and Charlesl'offer800 Chestnut 7534100
Of
ITC
We Deliver
207 S 7th

If You
Miss-Your Paper

HOPAELITE SAWS
Waldrop Saw &
Lock Shop

Al tie)

Ft SALE

notice to creditors
GARAGE SALE, 1409 Dudley
Drive, Friday and Saturday,
April 7th and 8th, 8:00-5:00. Basil More Hart, Dec'd
Pictures, drolleries, braided George Prentice Hart, Administrator, Buchanan, Tenn.
rugs,glassware,toys,`A7C
clothing.
'
R. R. Owens, Dec'd
William Stewart,'Administrator,
WANT TO BUY
Route 6, Murray, Ky.

Steam Bath and Massages Also Availifile
We Have ...
Extensive Line of Physic-al
Conditioning Equipment

I0 r

..„.....

Ii
1!
: v,

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT

I!WILL

BE ...

I
I

" A

Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake,

-

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.

-1
i
i

FOR SALE OR RENT
10'x40' MOBILE HOME, almost
new.'Apply in 'persoli at Dill-'e
Trailer Court by Murray Driye IEV
Theatre entrance. See Brandon
A7C
IJill

!

Loorr,& FOUND
t
1 LOST SILVER and coppe

OPEN EVERY. DAY -t
EXCEPT TUESDAYS Phone 436-5496
............1

TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE, FULLY CARPETED
with 14'x18' block building in rear. Block buflding equipped
with stove and shower. Located on Hwy. 121 South outside-- -•
;•
city limits. Imagine only 810,800.00.
- HOUSE on 551142' lot,
- TWO BEDROOM FRAM
GOOD
fully carpeted and immediately available for $11,500.00.

7© UR

75'

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Real
ed
'
We have•the largest staff of Qualifi
Realtors in Calloway County to serve you.

NOTICE

ffi.nRN

Open at 8:00 a.m.-Close 8:00 p.m.

Boys Haircuts
YounfifirCs
ilens

AW

NOTICE

Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop

IE on
The
ding,
00.00
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER Si
"
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Iroom
>es to
icrete
old at

• -;

•
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bracelet with name Winton
engraved inside_ Lost in area of
clinic or clinic parking lot
AOC Reward.flume 753-1432.

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening your route

If you know
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results theil, call John.
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

.*

ITA HARD TO BELIEVE THIS ISA DUPLEX. Drive b104
Wial8BLIAYS...stelituCualeD,Iwner's cart is 2 stories and
has three bedrooms and two baths, all built-ins and central
heat (gas) and air, all carpet and a double garage. On a
wooded lot. Apartment is entirely separate and has two
bedrooms, bath,electric heat, air conditioner, built-in range,
disposal and all carpeted, near Robertson and New High
SchooLCall to see.
LOOKING FOR A TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house
on a large lot 80'1250'? At 800 North 18th Street is a real
bargain for $19,000.00.

NEW DELUXE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house
on Sycamore Extended. Has large living room,family room
with fireplace, all bidlt-ins in kitchen, carpet throughout,
except kitchen and utility. Central heat and air, 2 car garage.
large Jot.,Priced for quick sale.
EAST Y MANOR - A LOVELY 3 bedroom brick veneer
house on 100'x200' lot with carpet and carport, electric
baseboard heat. Built in 1970 and priced to sell $19,500.00.
TWO BEDROOM'BRICK Vt,NEEli HOUSE with- one acre
land, three miles Southeast of Murray. Completely
redecorated and will sell for $22,500.00.
LOOKING FOR OFFICE SPACE? Excellent spot on the
squarei,in former Kuhn Variety Store. Approximately 18"x90'
floor space after construction of center wall and installation
of front door. 822,000.00.

HERE'S A FOUR BEDAOOM.FH-CME /MUSE AT-112-10th
street South with basement Ind giis floor furnace. Good
location. Must see $15,300•00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE and five
heat
central
iiith
—dory home-iii-jereiirerac-eentral
acres one and half miles North of Kirksey
- FOUR BEDROOM,two
carpet, family room, living room,
baths,
built-ins.
2
1
/
2
with
air,
carpeted
and
fully
beat
and air, two baths,
Also two car garage, covered
built-ins.
large utility, all
-•
"patio,two extra lots gcrwith this home.
ALMO HEIGHTS- -k--NICE THREE BEDROOM brick
along
frontage
feet
588
with
building
veneer house and store
Highway 641. Must see-Has good potential.
60 ACRE FARM WITH 2 BEDROOM BRICK-VENEER
--•
house 8 miles South along Hwy 121. Approximately 681V of
AT 1013 STORY AVE.Four bedroom brick veneer, 1"2 story
highway frontage, partially fenced. and priced to sell.
home has 3 bedrooms upstairs with lots of storage and one _
bedroom down. Living room, kitchen and den combination,
-CLESKIN SHOP located on S. 4th St Has all mdpment,
111 baths, 2 car garage,unattached. This-place can be bought
worlds oftouchup paint. Large storage in back,lot size lOOx
at bargain.
250' Here is a real good boy.

•

ON WILT JAMS'STREET less then one year old 3 bedroom
brick veneer on wooded lot, has all carpet, all built-ins in
kitchen, central heat and air, lots of closets. Garage.,
Reduced to $25,500.
with
1501 BELMONT IS A NICE THREE bedroom brick
condition
good
In
carpets.
heat,
baseboard
built-ins, garage,
and well located. $18,900.00.

Mt NORTH 17TH STREET - THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house with carpets, carport and TV antenna. Nice
location.
WANT A NICE HOME AT A MODEST PRICE? See this two
bedroom frame with garage at 510 South 7th Street. Carpeted
and in excellent condition. Shown by appointment. 814,900.00.

2 bedroom

HERE IS A LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100'x150' size lot. Has all the features
normally expected in a quality house.

front
KENTUCKY LAKE-1000 feet of year round water
said,
Enough
site.
building
Beautiful
property on main lake.
come and see.

TWO BEDROOM FRAME COTTAGE NEAR Blood River
Boat Dock on Kentucky Lake. A really fine buy at $7,500.00.
Most furniture-goes.

ON 3 LOTS AT KENTUCKY Lake Development.
trailer furnished. All for $3,500.00.

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Roberson's 11th-Burger --REALLY NICE WEEKEND HOME ON Center Ridge. on the
tt parGiXid-yearly on Soutblith Streef:G_Okterinito
-water. Two bedrooms and-all-furniture.--Youniust see this.
business. Bar:B-Q_Pit serving all, types of meek -Ihifirf- -$7,750.00.
—Cei jIi
equipment, two buildings and good well. Lease thilot
long as you like, call 753-7724 for details.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES- A five year old three bedroom
brick veneer on large lot, one and one half baths and an
ON HIGHWAY 280 NEAR POTTERTOWN we have a real
assumable loan. $21,000.00.
nice three bedroom brick veneer on two acre lot, 121i14'
-outside storage-in-aiding.Fenced in chicken yard. Redocedia____ __REALSHARP THREE BEDROOM.BRICK VENEER
-tense on good sized lot at 1406 Johnson. Fine location and the
-;22,800.00.
•
-$ilce is right.
• LOTSIN THE CITY of Murray and"barbs:
_EXTRA NICE _THREE_ BEDROOM Brick at 811 N. illth
Street. Has carpets, dishwasher, large den with fireplace.
Draperies,storm windows and doors. And moderately priced
at $20,500.00.

PRIME-LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S.across
ffuiiIáiiidexfrap.Ideal felliTost
"froth Holiday Doi.
types of businesses. Call for details.

MEADOW GREEN ACRES - THREE BEDROOM BRICK
house on fine lot. Plenty built-ins, fully carpeted,
VENEER
been
has
Sycamore
THIS BRICK VENEER HOME at 1509
bath and reduced to sell. $27,000.00..
half
one
and
redecorated, new carpet, kitchen has built-ins, large living
for
grill
and
fireplace
hfis
also
den
fireplace,
room with
-ON-94 V1ES1-NE4R
4-mile el high/
2ilneres.and3
cooking. Central heat and air, deep wooded lot.--We-ere-way frontage. Horse stable, chicken house and fenced for
looking for bid on this home
cattle. 15 acres of woods. Owner will consider mobile home as
down payment. Reasonably priced at $15,900.
with
*house
VENEER
BRICK
BEDROOM
A LOVELY 4
A
Street.
Elrn
706
at
*
heat,2 battet on a fine lot
NICE FRAME AT 1614 RYAN. Two bedroatip," range and
perfect location.
refrigerator included. Carpets, carport. Alkjzigood condition
and near M.S.U. 814,250.00.
LOOKING FOR A MOBILE HOmt?. Here's 'a-AM 13'x63'
and
stove
trailer with 'drapes, washer and dryer,
Laundry in Bel Air
BUSINESS FOR SALE. WISHY W
refrigerator,and central heat and air for'only $5,500.00.
t and long transferrable
Shopping Center has fine equi
successful business venture.
lease. A fine opportunity f
LOVELY HOME WITH INCOME AT 1630 Hamilton. Three
***wins,family room, large living room and two baths on
CANTERBURY ESTATES AT 1512 Oxford Drive is a lour
first floor with all built-ins, also utility room and carport.
bedroom brick veneer, all quality,built-ins, large lot, central
Rentals on lower level include five efficiency,apartments and
heat(gas and pit, and two and a half baths.
all furniture for apartments. Call for more details. Too much
to enumerate. Reduced in price too.
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES with 1 bedroom,
larwriunily room. Ideal weekend home, but built for perTWO BEAUTIFUL_WOODED LOTS ON Sharpe Street, just
manent dwelling.
West of Girl Scout Cabin. Each 100'x253'. Some of the few
wooded lots remaining in the city.
6 ACRE LOT WITH 1970, 12'x'60' three bedroom trailer and
large garage. Located at Midway. Excellent location and
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX.Two bedroor.is each side.
priced to sell. $12,000.00.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer St drker
hookup. Both sides rented, good ineome.
1rx55' TRAILER AND 4 ACRES, MORE OR LESS of land,
located two miles East of Almo. Extra 9'x12' room built oh.
Price $4,400.00.
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of
good firm land With year round creek. Lots of blacktop
COIN LAUNDRY IN HAZEL KENTUCKY has 18 washers, 8
frontage. Corn base and tobacco base.Fish pond. Priced to
dryers, 2- water heaters, coin changer,,drink box, cigarette
sell.
machine and coffee machine, building included. Good inwith very little trouble.
come,
A' FINE THitEE BEDROOM COTTAGE in Panorama
Shores with central beat and air, 1½ baths. On 145'x145' lot
22 ACRES ONE3MILE.EAST OF MURRAY ON Hwy. 94
for $15,000.This is a double wide trailer located in a beautiful
Ready for developing.
setting.

Guy- Spci'mt Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Realtors
Guy Spann 753-2587
Home Phones:
Louise Baker 753-2409
Onyx Ray 753-8919
Jatk Pe.rsall 753-896-1-Pren#ce Dunp 753-5725
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761'
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Invest $5,000 for 5 Years and Receive
8% Interest PLUS A New Motorola
Quasar
Portable Color TV

Invest $3,000 for 3 Years
and Receive 71
/
2% Interest
PLUS A New 19" Portable
Motorola B&W TV
Absolutely Free!
I Invest $1,000 for
• 1 Year and Receive
7% Interest PLUS
a New Stereo
Tape Player
Absolutely Free!

TO THE 1st HUNDRED PASSBOOKS
ISSUED ($25.00 Minimum)
COME IN FOR DETAILS
• Watch Next Week's Paper for Further Information
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Detergent
Substitution
Questioned

Many employers claim that
public s8inol graduates cannot. helped judge the writing.
A computer examined seven
problems with knowtng heads. spell, do not know grammar, to 10 essays a second to ,count
vocabulary or punctuation and,
SCORPIO
as a result, cannot write a sim- errors and analyze writing
quality. It was the first time a
(Oct 24 to Nov. 72) Dv)
f r‘ ple sentence.
ARIES
This complaint has become computer had been used naThere's a tendency now to let
(Mar. 21 torrApr. 20)
things slide: But, without some so common that people merely tionally for such a- project.)
About 29 per cent of the 2,000
Things will run smoothly in thinking and planning, com- shrug in resignation. Until resome areas, roughly in others. plexities could arise to vex you cently, there was little data to adults asked refused to take
In all, however, maintain next -week. Face lip to future support the charge. Some solid part in the writing study. Sixty
information emerged recently per cent of those who did proserenity of disposition and requirements.
from a special study of writing duced spelling errors, 86 per
manner. Rewards • for Your
SAGITTARIUS
mechanics by the National cent made punctuation errors.
efforts star-promised soon.
(Noy. 23 to. Dec. 21) WOO. Assessment of Educational- - more than any other age.•
TAURUS
1::$01picire
Your Jupiter; favorable. -Progress. It was conducted at- group - but 61 per cent were'
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
At"
indicates f'
- both ..the request of parents, busi- free of word choice errors, the"
ake a reatlthirm completed large and small. Butiirst moves
sat record in the study:
_performances, HavilrOP heert -will-be -important Take good nessmen and other laymen.
Among 17-year7o1ds, -71 per'
There
is
a
fantastic
lack
of
on the right track? Employing advice; use your talents well..
cent produced misspellings and
knowledge
of
spelling,
gramproper tactics? If so, day is
mar, punctuation, word choice 57 per cent chose wrong words.
molded to fit your type of en- €APRicOHN
and
order among 9, 13 and l7- Although there Were few errors,
tBec:
22
-to
Jaht
20)
'4,/
dea-vor.
punctuation, capitalization,
Some
caution needed,. yeer-olds and adults 33 39 35. in
verb
agreement and pare-In
addition
to
disclosing
lids
Determine a suitable program, „
graphing,
this was more aredeplorable
situation,
the
study
and plan wine-it-phew So derna-lep----Thinking about new vex urea first. Counteract opposition provides strong evidence that suit of use of dinple
will not be enough. Back good with _novel moves. Strengthen lack of such skills keeps people style than knowledge of
Asia with.-ACTION - after position shrewdly.
from wanting to write and pre- chania. This-also was
•
determining their value,
vents them from expressing the best piWi- by 1
fes.dhuity„
AQUARIUS_ .'
themselves. The study also- "who did not. vre beyond
-Agri
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
shows that the few adults able simple construc„kWs and comCANCER
make this -a bright to produce high-quality written monplace usages." About 79
You
can
SO'
23)
July
(June 22 to
emphasizing your English owe it more to reading
per cent of 2,090 13-year-olds
There is evidence that the day by
, newspapers and advertising studied,rhisspelled words and
pleasing percompetition is on the move. outgoing and
Use your versatility <hen classroom instruction.
chose-incorrect words.
Don't be left at the post. Good sonality.
il the teen-agers wrote in
revitalizing,.
in
intuition
and
Some
English
teachers
for
prompt
action
judgment and
firming things up.
e sentences and used the
years
have
argued
that
getting
needed.
most common punctuation.
ideas on paper is more impor
PIKES
LEO
.Judges could not determine
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
. tent than fussing over
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
whether 13 and 17-year-olds
niceties
of
the
language:
This _could be a very telling
Solar influences indicate that
study indicates that Ale who lacked “mare complex ideas to
day
in
your
life.
You
should,
The time is ripe for strong,
lacks an adequate luarwledge of write about or did not have the
definite 'moves. -Get• smart have fresh incentive. Generate writing mechani.4" is unable to mechanical skills to express
and keep going! enthusiasm conunensurate with put his
start
• ;.1,on paper well them."
Building for the future stresSed. past "best performances."
Nine-year-olds Froduced the
enotli to
tuiderCeod and
word- papers, °dee againr
will not
qiuuu.at
(Aug. 24 to ept. 23rYOU BOR*TODAY lAke
.
their teachers"MVOs
Csiat-ASSelminflit
to worthwhile matters. Deal have been endowed with a
st no
tors studied writing mechan- The children showed
have
mastery of basic writing tme-scatter energies but DO strive strong gift of leadership,_
ics
by
asking
petip1e10
write,
tremendous inner reservests
to gather some new knowledge
an unusual departure from the chanict. Nearly half had multicourage and resourcefulneers,
ple misspellings and more than
that could hasten success.
and are capable of achiiving traditional multiple choice and
,
•
true-false
type
test.
Results
A
_
,
a
.:
_
71.111RA
great- power in
half had word choice errors,
(Sept 24 tweet 23) *.-t-"
ydir choose as &life Work. You
tile and
Youlf;h1 be judged-more by are extremely
action than by words. But be _yaw_ business
en is outan executive and
sure that BOTH register to your standthg.
uricaniazit
-tOpi- BUT
have-- greater
you
ce . ation in your rise to the
17
h" r echelons if you will curb
endenoies .toward over753-9909 CHIROPRACTOR 753-9960
aggressiveness
and
.emotionalism. Bear in mind,
New Office Hours Beginning April 1, 197
always,that “feelings" have no
- --Standar
itsoon _Tuesday
p.m. • ,gace th the business world.
Aside- from business, you could
Wednesday
9 a.m.- 12 noon
excel in the law, politics,
Thursday
Sa.m.-tp.m.
science (especially chemistry
Friday
- 5 p.m.
_9
and ntedicioei _end „
-41aturday
a.m.- 12 noon
Birthdate of: Albert I, King of
Emergencies Call 753-99
the Belgians, World War I hero.-

-M04414.€1- -A-lebanta--*
further question was added to
the tangled issue of phosphate
detergents in a paper by two
Tennessee Valley Authority
scientists presented Friday,. at
a regional meeting ori.the
American Society of Plant
Physiology.
In the Tennessee Valley,
remacing phosphate detergents
with borate products advertised
as ecologically desirable
"might be a major step hi the
wrong-direction", accordingDr. Ronald A. Stanley and
-Carrie Goode Of WA's En-vironmental Biology Branch at
Sheffield, Alabama.
Their research suggests that
borates, rather than phosphates
tr nitrates, may be the "trigger
•ctiv'tri the explosive
of the aquatic weed Eurasian
_.Watgunillt61 _chitin& --recent'
years In some lakes Mid bays.
Further research will be
necessary, to resolve the
questions, they said. •
Their findings resulted from
continuing-TVA studies of
watermilfoil in a search for
better methods of controlling
the watermilfoll problem -on
several lakes in southeast
Tennessee and northe
Alabama that became heavily
infested with the weed in the
1960's. The present control
program onLthese lakes combines variations in lake levels
with selective us of herbicide
-under annual -reviewbri-tkiii
_FerieraLWorking Group oh Pest
Management, President's
Cabinet Committee on the
Environment.
In these lakes the watermilfoil is considered a more
than, the- -problem
"eutrophication" problems that
have caused national concern
over pollution from phosphate
deterizen.

in ttw section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

fttg

.
tences and _tagments,4§ per
Nrvrvovx-rxr -seamcent had one or more
capitalization errors and more have things looked better in the
ors.half had punctuation new housing market-for buyerrors.
er, seller, lender. That at least
These youngsters wrote only is the way each of these groups
the simplest of sentences,some views the situation.
,
of only a few words.
A high ratio-49 per cent-of
The papers were dividedinto respondents in the latest conwriting of low, middle and high sumer survey by the University
quality, but at a Washington of Michigan feel it is a good
press conference in February, time to buy, and builder groups..
National Assessment °Rich*, look forward to a record numfor some unexplained reason,
of starts.
zdumber ber
refused to disclose the
Lenders
join in the enor per cent of pape„rs in each
category for th9/age groups. thusiasm. While, their rates, inCom- the.7-to-8 per cent bracket, are
U.S. 'Education
missioner Sidney P. Marland relatively .high, they aren't
Jr. attended the conference and being stingy with other terms.
the'. comment he made was They have the money and they
the ational Assessment s4ss , want to put it to work.
viding ba-se-line data,. -Inthitrthey-have-little-thelee
'some of it disappointing and because the funds theLsijn
some encouraging." He woad away Iteloan desk arwreptnot say what encouraged him enished immediately at the tellabout this- repot.- (The com- er's cage. That *AV rite is
missioner sit(elie is trying to still around 8 per cent, highest
restore public confidence in since World War H.
education.)
So happy are some-lenders
Schoolmen undoubtedly will that they tolerate no gloom. If
fill the air with excuses for this interest rates begin to climb,
evidence of instructional in- they say,.it won't stop buyers
ability and some may be valid. in their tracks: No siree. It will
But the public schools promise spur laggard buyers- to-action
to teach children how to write.
to avoid-even higher rates.
Teachers trumpet their profesEvidence of the good times is
sionalism. Let the schools keep.
illustrated
by the subject mattheir promises and the instructors be professional enough to ter of promotional literature
do what they are paid to do, -from the savings and loan assoovercome obstacles to teaching ciations, which are the biggest
home mortgage lenders.
children.
;-Some are offering 95 per
Another National Assessment study,Ilia oM- on reading, -cerifmortgages for amounts up
abi r
-; t.
spring:- Reading-and-Writing- three yettre-wr-fte -- good
are related parts of the lan- credit risk ni*ht have to put
guage arts and if the writing up 30 per cent and Pay a bonus
mechanics report is an indica- in points also?
tion, the pending reading re-Women are being treated
port is likely to be a nightmare. more as equals of men in oh-

Touch us
and go...

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

-Sifting loans.'thscrimmilro-n-7Lenders didn't think so, but the
women's lib people have made
bigger scenes about lesser matters.
-The elderly now are More
likely to obtain a home mortgage without underoing the embarrassment of asking the children to cosign. The old riAle
was that if you were over 40,,
the sum of your age plus the
length of the mortgage couldntt
'exceed 65. .
. Is the euphoria justified? Fdr
the immediate future it seems-so. Housing starts in FebruaryL set a record of 2.68 million__
aided perha0 Ay-a relatively
Mild winter in some parts of
Although the outlook mrer the
stfort terrn
the, optimism----memories are -.short term too. Housiry4_ has ..
'long :been victimized by
changes in-market conditions,
mainly by tight money and
high rides.
In the past, whenever money
got tight it strangled housing.
Lendersinucb,prsfelend at
the highest rates, itethg the
eternal goal of their occupation.
But an upper limit on housing-.
rates is set by law.
In the, past few years several
adjustments have been. made ,
by regulatory agencies in &Nittempt to maintain the money
flow in, tight money • times.
Theft-adjustments really
thoug--and theAnevitably must.
•
P AKISTAN REPUBUC
Pakistan declared itself a republic on Mar. 23, 1956.
'

Wanting a new ear . . . . but worriedabout financing one? Worry no more ..
the lowest cost- auto loin' are at your
friends at Peoples Sankt We have the
extrAUTOnary loan to end your.worryins.

Touch us at any of our three

locations and go with that new auto.

.

12 months'
Year

round tow coats*---

Amount of loan
_

-- iiiierest

childhood
daysool
alt-tonshcat Orliverty.
Or the
'cotte.,
those co thing as worry.
living
Sties
no such
is
when there is job. Or death.
. And this
dreariness of a
be
rpose
must
realities
facedportaAv
most-imnt
'Course.
oftlifir
Later in site, b4service comes in. taco the reality adjust
fully
where funeral is help families they
ever
e
eral
facing A can hy
of the fun
only by
because
loss ...

-1111
H. 0-1URO
THE).
HOME
FUNERAL STREETS

3R0 ARO MAPLE
MURRAY,itENTLiCKY
PHONE 7532411 Service"
Of Fatuity
"Four Generations

FREE Credit: Life
Insurance
on new cars ‘'
-

,-.-- ,$45,75''

$97.41

$98.00

1500 •

71.44

r f3'1.2

146.88

88.62

2500

122.1,3
-_

21854
.

244.88

114.37

3000

147.00

262.25

294.00

137.25

'3500

171.40

305.95

342.00

,

,

EFFECI1VE
ANNUAL RATE

Interest . Payments

Payment's

Interest

-Payment

.3...Months

24 Mouths '

$41,92

$1300$4.90 per year
per $100 of
unpaid balance

$4.90 Add-on

- .

NEW CAR FINANCING

.
_
c

-

.1

_

160.12

......!_,............"

__831-36

220.44
..

47.79

.367.40

79.65

'-440.88-

'514.36

111.51

_

9.14 percent

8.92 per/
4
-

.

$146.96

9.13 percent

The Exintordinar) Ralik s.

'PEOPLES
\

MURRAY

BANK
KY.

Member of F. D. I. C.

Three Convenient locations . .....

APT--

South Airaoch
12th & Story

Nriith Burtch
12th & Chestnut
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Stray Dogs Trust Winian -Dogcatcher
•

LONG BEACEL-Ohlff--4-AP)--Cathy Hunter is the,Idod of
young woman that aity Wray
dog would trust. And there's
the-ruti; stw
er.
The attractive 22-year-old
says her main weapons against
canine violators of Long
Beach's leash law are a soft
voice, a whistle, a cuddle or
two on occasion and reason.
Reason?
"In fact, I think you have a

better chance of reasoning with
a dog than a person," says
Miss Hunter, the only woman
ontong Beach's 15-member encontrol patrol.
Hunter, who patrols in-a
radio-equipped truck with portable kennels, has been on the
job for about six months.
I've found talking to people
about their dogs is sometimes
easier than talking to people
about their kids," she says.
"'They seem genuinely more in-

* Ledger & Times rd
CH. 3
WSIL
Spts.-Act.
Brady's
Partridge
Room 222
Odd-Couple
Love-Am

6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
0:30
9:00
Style
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12:?0 Movie

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Sanford-Son
7:30 Movie
9:30 Primus
1000 News
10,30 Tonight

terested."
She said she hates.% piled a
school area.

Record Winners
NEW YORK ( AP) - Herve
Filion, who drove a record 543
winners last year, and Joe
O'Brien will represent Canada
and the United States, respectively, in harness racing's
World Driving Championship
which opens April 24 in Chicago. They will compete
against six foreign drivers still
4o be selected. Adolph Ubleis of
Austria won last year.

CH. S
WLAC
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 O'Hara
8:00 Movie
9:30 Don-Rickles
10:00 News
10;30 Mason
11:30fillovie

11:00 News
11:30 Anderson
-12:00DicktCavett _

7:00 RFD
7:30 Fence-Post
7:53 New,
5:00 Woodpecker
0:30 Pnk Panther
9:00 Jetson
9:30 Barrier Reef
10:00 Giant
step
11:00 Mr. Witard
11:30 Bugaloos
12:00 Insight
12:30 File-6 1:00 Baseball
4:00 Physicians
4:15 File-6
4:30 File-6
5:00 Wilburn-Bros.
5:30 News
600 News
6:30 Accent
y
7:00 Emergency
800 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

/

.

7:00 stooges
6:00 Sunrise
10:00 Bible Story
8:00 Phantom ----i:•30 NewS 10:30 Adv. Theatre
8:30 Jackson 5
'7:00 Bugs --.Onne 12:00 Death Valley
7:30 Scooby
Doo 12:30 Ultra
9:00 Bewitched
Man
C:00 Globetrotters 12:57 News
9:30 LidS9ille
0:30
Bear
Hair
10:00 Curiosity
1:00 Horse
Opry
Y
Pebbles
11:00 Soul-Train
2:30 Monroes
12:00 Bandstand 9
3:30 3 Lives
-:30 Archie- •
Sabrina
1:00 Wrestling --.411•00
400- -S.11-- Theater
- 10:30
•
Josie
.
4:30 Wrestling
2:00 Sports
11:00 Monkees
5:30-Suspense
2:30 Water-World 11:30 You-There
Theat.
3:00 TBA
12:00 Film
hol
tar
usi
30.s
. ),' 6 tge
3:30 Auto-Rar.9,1.40 Basketball
4,00 Sports'
3:00 Golf
7:57 News
5:30 Lassie
. .
400 Golf
8:00 Movie
.6:00 Welk
5:00 News 133 Weather
7:00 Bewitched
5730 News
9:40 News --!" , •
7:30 Movie
9:00 6th Sense
6
7;00
00 H
Th
ee HaFwamily 10
0:10 H
Werw
esstlit4-t
10:00 Chaparral
730 Mary
Moore 11:30
:Fe
Creat.
.
• at
11:00 News
8:00 Van Dyke
12:37 Sports
11:30 Movie
830 Arnie 12:30 Crest. Feat.
9:00 Mission-Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Virginian
:
\

SNOOPY IS-RESCUING
LOOODSTOC/OTRE CAT NEXT
DOOR 60T UJOODSTOCK!
SNOOPY IS RESCUING RIM!!

JUST WHAT I NEEDED...A FIGHT
WaH A FIFTY-POI/ND G
T
.o
T ER
AN OLD YELLOW
•

The plan worked beautifully.
The driver, Randy Filson, has
become very involved with each
of the youngsters. He even
carries three non-ambulatory
ei taruid from the van.

Familyfeuds cooled
by moureeful cop

MAYBE •• 4

A .
AAJS

,44E0/CAL TEAMS 60 70 WORK
70 77687 THE JUNIGIE
fArDEM/C - -

?BEATLE BAILEY
TI416
MORNING WE

ARE 601S6 QIN
A TwEt.rn -MILE
NIKE o,
FILL PACK5

NCY
LOOK OUT, AUNT
FRITZ -=-14ERE COMES
kA FOUL BALL

1 Publish
6 European
-11 Having less fat
12 fruit of the
y4lifaar4 milk.
14 Babylonian
deity
15 Periods of
time
.17 Girl's name
18--Southern
blackbird
20 Lubricator
23 Vast age
24 Its hockey
disk
26 Anon
II Hypothetical..
force
29 Retail •
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Morning Worsi
Evening wore

Seri
AAorning _Wore

Evening Wart

Morning wort

Evening Wons

Sink
Morning Wcirl
Evening wort

ICS
Morning Wor
Evening Won

Pep

Morning Won Evening Woe:

On

Morning Woe
Evening Wor

.

marketptaces
38 Supercilious
person
- 40 faithful
sublects
41 Church
Official •

47
49
52
54

Fine din
Heavenly body
Greek letter
Music: as
written 57 Epistle letbr )
58 Compass_Joun
60 Horsepower-,
(abbr.)

SI

Morning wor
Evening woe

Kirt

Morning Woe
Evening war

_MVO
Morning-Wen
-2WIYWWiei

Mew 9M.-t

C-I

ljtjga".12
veining
W,

Fli
Morning Won
Evening Woe-

—69
$139
1.95
2.95
'3.95

•
a
, etc:,
wg/L-t,

Evening Won

Morning Woe
Evening Woe

Sal
Morning Woe
Evening Won

.2.......

Mil

Phone
753-5787

_Murray
Areirse ry
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Morning we
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Mdrnlng wor
Evening WIN
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1St. Sunday

ird.,SundaY
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Morning Woe
Evening Woe

Po9tot

Company

Dun
—Hino Red
11111 Sae* 1

—Hino Red
—Coral Bell Pink
—Hino Crimson Sherwood Red

Inv
Hwy

—Nino Red
Hershey Red
Salmon Pink
Coral Bell Pink
Snow White

All

Japanese Holly

641 S

SALE CV1

While They Last! $295

Roses
Roses

*Over 1500 to Choose From

Cc

*Over 100 Standard and Patent
Varieties
*All Potted and

1413 Ma

Ready to Plant NOW!

RE BUIL

ectracide

A C(

Easy to use•economical• may be safely applied
on fruits & vegetables. Spectracide ... the insecticide with Diazlnon*.

Mates...
15 Gal.

96 Gal.

1.95
'3.95
6.95

605 MaP

Five

Hut
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Murray

Ledger II-limes TV Schedule for Sunday
,

Ow

Morning Woe

a•
,

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

a e
Land

CIE 4

7 .05 Report
9
7.: 0030
71S The Life
8
30 Discovery
74S Story
Truth
rvs
s
3r o
prseR:c1b:
Pohile
80030
,
110. 1S co
9 . 30 The Life
10,08 Special
11:110 Mr.-Wizard
11,00 Gospel-Hr.
II :30 Bugaloos
17:00 Directions
12:00 Meet-Press
Ans.
12:39 lss. &
,171:00:104Fuilem-Coore
i :op NBA
3:30 Challenge
1:30 frile-6
:00
30 wAurteos-tatiancging
4
5:
235 Physicians
Titillkss
3:34
6:311 Wild Kingdom
•30 Ky.:Afield
1,
6:30 Your-Life •
:00 Comment
FBI
7:00
News
5:30
11:00 Movie
6 00 News
10:30 News
. 6: 30 Disney
10:45 movie
7:30 J..sniwart_
s•00 Bonanza
9 00 (told Ones
10:00 News
10-30 Movie
—
-
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' ACT-Sr:'
1 1/4MP•THE THINGS
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Morning Were
Evening Worst

0300 MOO 300
0003 0030 MO
000 DOMR MOM
02E00 00130111
MEMO
MOM MUM 1213
00130 IBMWO IMO
ORO MOGI OUUM
UM MOO 911100B
MORO NORM
OOMMO DOM MOM
MOM 00M 01300
UMB3 OMR OBOR

a•
a
111
.:•:.:61
:.:.
.:.
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:LIU ABNER

Emmanu
Morning Worst
Evening Worst

•:.:1

'Ilie mail isn't always at
froth. Quinn said.
"There is a certain type of
.wontan who enjoys this type of
thing."
• •

5

0

-

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

3
4
5
6

48 Gal.

,

.5

Suffix, like
Roman tyrant
Spoor
Spanish
(abbr.)
7 Pronoun .
8-Sick •
9 Plumlike fruit
10 Tavern
11 Jumps
13 Beach
16 Smelter ret.ise
19 Sacred images
21 Short Jacket
22 Musical
entertainment
25 African villeige
27 Pim of .

Evening worst

it 11111iIiillE1111111
1101 11 113,
hilMill
11
-..;.;.:
:•.,*x...
Ea41
•MI dad

:
one veteran policeman
asked: "Whit are you going to
tell the husband who breaks
up the furniture in the front
room because his wife won't let
-Mm in the bedroom because
-WiRitil-a-TetiWittli?"-•-----.**It's his furniture and -I
guess' he can lAreak it up if he
wants to as long as he
disturb his neighbors."
From his experience, Winn
knows there will be an -increased number of family
fights n Friday nights, the
first night of the-weekend and
joy day for many persons.
The calls seem to lncrease
just before and after the bars
close early Saturday morning.
Fight night
Quinn tells Of a family on. his
beat who had money and a
nice apartment..
"Dot every Friday night
they would drink and fight."
he said. "It was kind of a 5050 deal. She would beat him
up one . week and he would
heat her. up the -next.
"We finally arrested them
both - one night . for kicking
down the -wortment door.
They moved oui-01ihe.neigh.
)(hood rwentually.".
'Quinn thinks. the most
effraive- method. to calm an
irate husband is to embarries
him,in front of the family.
"Iris more effective, than
arrest. especially when thersi
are children involved. It isn't
soot _for _them to. tree-their
father taken off,to
w a) after we are gune
onft can't say to the other:
'See, it was all your fault,- he

:THTPHANTOM

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

worip
sh Wyk

1

30 Prince of
She knows how to enrage
SAN FRANCISCO IUFII
- apostate
-Officer Robert R. Quinn is her husband and does_ it
angels
espert in twang 418s, the continuously, he said.
32 Royal
Quinn, by the was, is
ponce code lor a family feud.
estaisisiiiiiii 34 Cease
• Quinn, veteran of 16 years bachelor.
esein
-34 Bed on ship
12 Rules
on the force, kept a log of the
33 Catches
Unclothed - iii
4I1is he hanaled on,_his
:
3.
WANillii374EAlahliiiii
i-e
."
Serlietiet Itethiefir--- ../1/-18he0iis ro
39
King
of birds
111110111111 MINIUMaIIill
ail
-fellow officers • figure he has
;ram 7.ft: in um ENI haD.:,:p -7,..y mg
-gi
42 for example_
had - enough experience to
OffIA.HOMA cur-cAry..7
)
Eimoorp••••
.••••.=...,-.-.2--m
'become.a :marriage counselor.'' The-Mahoma Court of Crizni- 43 King of
is
"I wouldn't do it.- Quinn nal Appeals held Wednesday.
boasts (ply -"
45 Metal fastens.
answered when -asked if he that a 25-year
prison sentence AS Land measure
ever considered changing for the
tileft of one carton of 413 Blemishes
profession'Quinn. and other 'officers, .cigarettes was excessive pun- 50 Conducted
.;•:.
51 Exact
don't like taking care of family Ishment
53 Flying
battles because of the lurking
mammals
The court reduced David Edan .
55 Earth goddess
danger.
ward
Terrill's
sentence
to
15
56 Hurry
'The husband may be
illiffli11111
11
IlliagtO
.
years.
MI
59 Preferably
drunk arid carrying a gun,'
47 '•:
4?;sliill
49
0
61 Russian
Quinn says. "And he
•:42/2
was convicted of
stockade
the house and youdon't."
32
knowstarrill
breaking into the cigarette
arette 62 Snares
about
estimates
that
I
'Quinn
53
vending machine in the Kerr40 per cent of the calls on his
McGee
fEigitglMg
here_
He
was
beat involve fights between
Insignificant
charged AvIth binry after a 1 person
htilband encl.-1,4e(Mang3
immr_omiction_
2-Suegod-in‘ has formed- opintinis , y coup -"-Uttle it out
has-developed techniquesfor at least temporarily solving
the altercations
:
Quinn and other officers
-who have had similar exgeriences feel money, m.i_iilijijealousx play _leading roles:
"Nine out of ten fights occur
because ofdrinking by both
parties," Quinn said. 'The
wife will sigirir etwinstatnt-to
lovelier sband arrested and'
she will witrefraw
•••

aiea

SAUERKRAUT
AND
SAUSAGE

POWER --

Barbour
accepted
the
challenge and swung into action. By late the same day, he
had promised the center use of
the van twice a day, one of his
employes.as a_ driver- and all
expenses including gas, oil and
insurance.

_
. 'UV

_
Comprehend is one of 15 .
mental health-mental retardation regions in Kentucky.
Each region is governed by a
• board of local citizens and is
responsible for delivery of
mental health and retardation
services, including drug and . .- -;
treatment
and_
aleohol
education, and in their region. —
Regional boards receive
and
guidance
technical
financial assistance from the
Kentucky _Department of ,_.
Mental Health.

Later, other Maysville citizens
pitched in and now they provide
a volunteer every day to ride
with the children as they travel
to and from the center.
"Need a ride, call Clyde!" •
turned out to be a great deal
more than a commercial slogan
for The children who attend_ the
Mason County Day Care Center.
Karen Middendorf describes
it as a fine example of
cooperation among the public,
commercial and private sec-,
tors.-- •

• "Need a ride,call Clyde!"the
sign proclaimed.
Remembering that merchant,
Clyde Barbour, was also a
member of the Comprehend
Board, Karen went to his store
and told Barbour about the local
day care center's need.

Feat.
l

Bi

4,

.

10:00 Crest
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
Bunny
7:00 Bugs
7:00 Jerry-Lewis
6:25 Agriculture
730 Scooby
Doe
7:30 Rd-Runner
6:55 Digest
0:00 Globetrotters
800 Phantom
7400 Dolittle
Hair
0:30
Bear
830 Jackson4-- - 7:30 Deputy- Dawg
9:00 Pebbles
.9:00 Bewitched
_.„111:00 Woodpecker
9:30 Archie
"9:30 Lidsville
- 11:30 Panther
10:00 Josie
10:00 Curiousity
4:00 Jetsons
11:00 Dig
11:00 Guest
9:30 Barrier Reef
. 19:30 You-There
11:30 Lancela .
10:00 Giant Step
12:00 Film
1200 Basketball
1100 Auditions
1:00- Basketball
1:00 Movie
11:30 Tarzan
--_
3:00 Golf
2:30 Bowling
4:00 Golf
1 2:30 Jim -Ed4;0C Wrld.-Spts.
Brown_
4:00 MillUt4ingerS
5730 Reiter DerbV 1,03 alisel
"
.. 5:30 Truth-Cons.
6:30 Welk
4:00 Del-Reeves
6:00 Nee-Haw
7:30 Movie
4:30 Wilburn-Bros.
7:00 The-Family
9,00 6th Sense
500 Wagoner
7:30 Mary-Moore
10:00 News
Wagoner
5:00 P.
8:00 Van Dyke
10.15. Movie
$:30 Nash. Music
8:30 Arnie
600 News
9:00 Mission:'
l n11).
6:30 Superman
10:00 News
7:00 Emergency
10:30 Mason
8:00 Movie
11:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
12:00 Avengers

Unique Solution To 'Transportation Need'

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Mason County pay Care Center
for mentally retarded children
"The kids see.the_tract-and
iri.Maysville had a problem-in
they get scared," she said.
a single word, transportation.
"They think we're going to hurt
Most of the students of the
the dog."
center live outside of Maysville
She adds quickly, however,
and have no private means of
Iravel.
that about 80 per cent of the
A transportation problem is
dogs picked up by the animal
control unit are placed with
not unusual in mental retarTHUNDER OF GUNS
dation programs, but the
new owners in this seaside city
On Mar. 21, 1918, the Battle of
solution
at Maysville was
of 360,000.
the Somme began.
unique.
That sobitioran when.
Karen Middendorf, coordinator
of mental. retardation services
CH. A
--CH. 6
CH. 8
CH. 12
WDXR
WPSO
for
the Comprehend Regional
WSIX
KFVS
5:30 Football
6:30 Your Life
6:20 Greep-Acres
Mental Health-Mental Retar6 . 30 Buck-Owens
5:S7
News
7:00 Sanford-Son
7,00
7:00 O'Hara
dation Board which operates
4:00 Movie
7:30 Partridge
730 Movie
8:00 Movie
7:27 News
8,00 Room 222
9:30 Felony-Sq.
the center,spied on a sign on the
9:30 Masters
7:30
830
Odd-Couple
Theater
29
10:00 News
1000 News
side of a Inca' merchant's
9:3S Weather
9:00 Love-A111.,
10:30 Tonight
.
Movie
10:00 Chaparral 10.30
delivery -van.
9:40 News
•

.
Schedule for Friday Evening *

FRIDAY-APRIL.7 1972

• CH. 5 '
WIAC
7 00 Zoorama
7:30 Jubilee
500 Tipton
8. 30 Goolies
9 00 Theatre
6:30 0. Roberts
10,00 Faith
10:30 Services
11:30 Nation
_120:00GGootilt., .
3
4:30 Reports 5,00 60-Minutes
6,00 News •
6:30 Movie
416 Big Valley
1040 News .
10:45 Movie
••
,

•

CH. 6
WPSD
9:30 Truth
10:00 tlose-up
10 - 30 Gospel
Hr.
10:30 ciospel
11:00 Doolittle
Deputy1:3
0
1
Dawg
12:00 Meet-Press
12,30 Resurrection
100 Lou-Moore
1:30 Special
2:30 Golf
4-30 Physiclbrut
4:45 File 6
.
5,00 Comment
5- 30 News
6 00 News
•
6:30 Disney
.
7:30 J. Stewart
,11:00 Bonanza
1 00 gold-Ones
10 00 News
10 30 Movie
AMIlmw

CH. 8
WSIX

CH. 29
WDXR

CH. 12
KFVS

,
7:00 Answer
6 10 Worship
7:30 Film
7:00 Gospel . \7:30 Truth
8:00 Gospel Music
7:30 Tomorroir
11:00 Tom Jerry
8:30 Bible Baptist
8:00 Bible-Class
8:30 Goolies
9:00 Temple
.•
8:30 Stooges
10:00 Consultation
9:00 Special
9:300oubledeckers 10:00 E aster.
10:30 Gospel Music
10:00 Bullwinkle
11:30-Moeie
Service
10:30 Make-Wish
1:00 Outer Limit
11:00 Children
11:00 Quest
2:00 Rodeo
11:30 Nation 11:30 Link
Sea Hunt
3:00
12:00 Revival
12:00 News•Conf
3:30 Victory at sea
12 30 Special
12:30 The-City
1:00 NHL Hockey 4,00 High 8 Wild
1:00 sign
4:30 Untamed
3,30 NFL -Action
World
3:30•Challenge
4,00 Kid -Talk
.
4:30 Movie
Cain,
4:30 Animal-Wrld. .
5:"'„ .--..„,-,6:00 Munson
5:00 60-Minutes
-':'' —"-' Field
6,00 Wild.Kingdom 6:00 1„,o,,,,1
C
, ii:coo W.
7A00 FBI
7:27 News
'
6:30 VOvie
11700 Movie
730 Movie
9* Forum
10-30 Persuader", 10 , 00'14ews
44,33 Weather
11 .10 N ews
#
17,4044ews
10,30 Virginian
12 00 Gosp Hr -..'
'1,50 Sports
. _
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Morning Werthili
evening WOrtilliP

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

I 1 a.m.

1e504.m.
6;30p.m.
SeveataA Poplar
Worship Service
10:10 a.m.
-Evening Service .
AO".
No coiscoru7a.m.
5114.m.
Service
10:
Morning
Evening Warship
7It•nt
•
Resent Valley
ita.n.:
Morning Worship
united. 310 Irvart Ave.
Evening Worship '
10 a.m
Sunday School
•
7 p.m
Second Street
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
United, New Comoro
Evening Worship
3P.M;
10 a.rr..
Sunday School
_Warship Sotvice% 11 cm.,7 p.m.
Friendship
Calvary Temple
10:00 a.t
Sunday Scheel
10a.m. Morning Worshio
Sunday -School
11:004. '
11 a.m.? 7:30
Worship Services
• • !••
P.m.
Murray Church
Sunday School
Worship Service
Lectist
Mornipp Worship
Evening Warship

Methodist

11 a.m.
a p.t1%.

fetepoteorsienee--Worship Service 11 a.m. 1St
II a,m. Sunday, 10 a.rn. 3rd Sunday
7 p.m.
Martins Chapel uposta
Sunday School
104.m.
Sinking Springs
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Morning Wol-ship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7:30p.m

Mellish*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

South Fieasat Greve
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
I 1 a.M. Evening
WOrniiii
'
6 p.M.
Evening Warship
7 30p.m.
Geed Shepherd United
Worship Serv ice
9:304.m.
•
Poplar Springs
Sunday School
Morning Worship
.1030.a.m.
Pra.m
Evening Worship
• 30p.m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:304.m. 1st
Grace Baptist
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Morning Worship
10:45•.m. Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Evening Warship
7 p.m.
Sea* United
Wood River
Worship Services at 11 a.m. lit
Morning Worship
118.m. and 4th Sundays, 6:30 P.m • 2nd
Evening Worship
6:30p.m. Sunday, 0. 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Hazel Baptist

11 p.m
7 p.m.

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Nominee Worship
Sunday School

S./

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
St. Lee Catholic Chtircit
11 a.m. Sunday Mass Sa.m.;11 4 m..4:30.
Worship Service
maciaelegent Grave
psis.
-'• 10
•
Sunday Schoot
5:30
'
'Saturday NH*
114.m.
Worship-Sorvice
Christian Science.
. oak Greve
'
ha.
Worship Service
_- -frig)a.m.
Sunday School.
- - JohinteWs-WitutessesWorship Services 11 a.m.,7.p.m. Watchtower
.10 313•
Pletkiii- • 9:30 a:rnt •
'
Bible Lecture,
11a.m.
-Mornin9 Worship
70,$i.
Evening Worship
Wayman Chapel A.M.I.
First FresbyteeionVVarship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.rii:
9:30a.m.
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 0.m
St. Johns Eilletlipet-Sunday School
•
10:10a.m I
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
•
•
I mmenuel Lutheran
9. IS•.m.
Sunday School
First Christian
•10 Xia m.Morning Worship
Worship Services
10:30 a.m ,
pm
•
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 •.m.Sabbath School
9:30 a.m
Murray Christian
Worship Service
Worship Services 10:45a M., 7 p.m.

•

10 a.m.
11 a.m

First Methodist
ELS& 10:50o.m.
Worship
Russells Chapel United
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 4.m
Morning Worship

• Christian

FIRCM 1-11EUIE.
W

hen man first set foot on the moon, it was very easy to gloat
'Look what Mankind hasdone.' But God created the moon, a far greater
accomplishment indeed. All man's great inventions were made possible by
Him. All man's noble discoveries involved finding -something that God
had put there for us before we ever got the intelligence to look for them
What will we be allowed to find next? A new miracle drug? A new
planet or solar system? Bitter uses of our natural resources? Better ways to
help our fellow man? We cannot know for sure. But one .thing is certaiii-- God will make•it-ppesible.bacaurilia_tracciiready aide it.
Knowing thia-inaksa it hard kir_da_to be patient. We-wont
esefything 11DV:
—
for •SiVerything and evevything-Oxnee * its
Instead of fussing about'what we haven't been able to•do„: we should be thankful for all that God has allowed-ai to do.
We should give God the glory,for* is He relto:lain
truly done great thing..

Cetes's-Caninereterld Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday, 10:4.5 a.m. 4th Sunday

Lane Oak Primitive 4
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd.-Sunday
2:00P:M.
Faith -Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M.
Evening Worship

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School •
10a.m.'•••

Presbyterian

laseheirMentedist
Worship Services at 11 a.m 1st &
Salem Baptist
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd &
11 a.m. Sundays
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship
Lynn Greve
-' Worship Service at 9:4S a.m lit
Sugar Creek
OM 2nd & 4th
& 1rd SundaYS.
•7
_ Sunday
'AGT
vo_lat;t143_filll
s
7
li
!or
lfet
t
_ Orient Chapel
Mdrning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM

Other
Denominations

First Assembly Of God
Church'School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Kiresey Seethe
IndepeiHience United
Morning Worship
11 a.m. Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
Evening Worship
7:30p.m. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. Did Sunday,
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Memorial Baptist
Kirksey United
Morning Worship •
10•450a.rn.
11C0 a.m.
6:30p.m. Morning Worship
EvOnittil WOrshits
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship •
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Coldwater Witted
„tie
4/40cAireanforehip
4
Church School
Evening Worship 6:30 P.m. Worship Service
11:00
Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 a.m.
U

'Pentecostal,

rill

PtIorttiost Warship

C.herry Cornet
Maiming Worship
Evening Worship

f

Nazarene

10:45 a.m.
7130 p.m.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship

•
Mater-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays. WOO o•ro
3rd Cal Sunday, 6:30- p.m.
lst & 3rd &-4th-Suriday" •

•W
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Shady Oaks
Home Courts

1 15.
.
•1•
,

Ph. ,S3-520,

Kenlake Marina
J. W. 4VILHAM-MGR.
-oterr-e--•

e

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Ky. Lake State Park

SILES7-sErniice a

RENTALS

Wells E ectric

RESTAURANT it CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat S. order or Use our
cafeteria line

Typewriters. Adding Machines and
Calculators
753-1763
)15 So..4th

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Phone 753-3037

1111 South 12th

Jones Brothers
Body Shop
BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimalOs.
(M.753-7150
Hwy.641 S. (Hazel Hwy.)

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVE'1Y TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - PH. 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
WIC E. DODSON, OWNER

A Breakfast Anytime A

Murray Warehouse -Corp. , Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
WE HAVE REGISTERED YORK & HOOD SEED
BEANS ALSO KENT AND WAYNE
Halmes Ellis, Mgr. • E. W. Outland, Supt.
rPhone 753-0220

Sholar's Auto

Phone 753-3734

94 E. at Murray Bait co.

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops • Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mort., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 • Call In Orders to 753-4419

We Deliver From 4:00 To 11:00 p.m. Week Days And
'
All Day Sat. & SUN.
ICE CREAM OF ALL FLAVORS

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Repair

209 So. 7th

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. Id at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

753-1751
Murray, Ky.

-r-

aut 95363,7
474..44)

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member F'DIC

500 Main
753-3231

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

I
I

Mack & Mack
SALES & SERVICE
Authorized Mercury Out Board Motors Dealer
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Fdrry, U. S. 6a
Ph. 474-2344
Aurura

WINCHEMILPRISTIN41111WItt

Chestnut St.
753-1215

I

usinessrnan s Choice For line Printing.

The

Murray, Ky.

l02.,4. 4th

TIDY4ELL PAINT & _FLOOR
COVERING

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Boone's Incorporated

union

YOU

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED

Benjamin

RECAPPING

/In

Patent

"'BOWLING AT ITS BEST**

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.
Distributing Gulf Products
TINES -

SOUTH Iwo SM..
TS. Sell
•

Phone 753-2202

1415 Main Street

Sta-ntrelis

•

and
NOW

Itd

Murray Auto Parts —

ACCC8813/14t•
04.111111W. KV

see •••• •••••

"Edwin Cain Construction Co.

RADIATORS REPAIRED

RESIDENTIAL

REBUILT ENGINES
_
A COMPLETE-PARTS DEPARTMENT
,

605 Maple St.

Ph. 753-4424

'-Shoeshine
621 So. 4th

Phone 753-1675

-

MEMBER F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St.

Hutson

Chemical Co., Inc.

Colonial

753-3251

House Smorgasbord

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
"FOR ALL YOUR

FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Phone 753-1933

Murray. Ky.

CH. 29
WDXR
ilm
ospel Music
ible Baptist
ample
Consultation
aespel Music
)Aciele
uter Limits
*deo
ea Hunt
ictory at Sea
igh & Wild
ntamed
slot • ,
ews
I. C. Field
ews
lOvla
leather
lows
ports

Peck's Upholstery & FabricShop
MR & MRS WM A JONES, OWNERS
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Phi 753-7494
604 S. 4th
illIf0 R 41710SNICA

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

A ,complete line of Electronic Component Parts &
Accessories-Stereo Systems
Ph.- 753-7100
N. 12th Extended

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Vegetable and °KUM
Fast Service' Open Sundays
•
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North
JAS. D. CLOPTON DIV.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING -SHEET METAL - Al.? CONDITIONING
9th at Chestnut

Phone 753-4132

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating•COmmercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
PAS Chestnut

• • .Phone 753 OW

Storey's Food Giant

Motor Sales

RCA VICTOR • FRIOIDARIRE - MAYTAG
Phone

153-1713

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
.SALES

.SERVICE

PARK RENTAL

Hwv.94- 1 Mi. E. MurriW752-66115._

Kenticky Tried Ckieket
'IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Tr, Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

1105 Pogue

rentssry

Block

Sales and Service
phono

E of 5 12th Phone 753-1489

Neal Starks

753 1119

HOME SALES

SALES et

M.•

Soutliside Restaurant

So Sole Manor Shopping Center

No, 4th Street

MOLE

BERT & GLENDA TIDWELL-Owners-Operators
Fresh Ky. Catfish, 7 Says a week
Plate Lunches Daily-BanquetNoom Facilities for
Churches, OM and-All Social Meetings.

Fitts Block & Ready
BUILDING BLOCK'S S.

1

SERVICE
753-6734

No. Murray on 641 ,

Mix Co.

READY MIX

East Main Street

753-5979

CONCRETE

Phone 753-3540

Hendon's Service Station
veliara COM&
tLOSED

"Invites you to the Private World Of
Luxury Living-At NO Extra Cost"
U.S. 641 North

ON SUNDAYS

PHILLIPS 66

Phone-502-753-3500

o

,ith Si, eel

PRODUCTS
Phone 753 1921

Roberts Realty
.

sEuvicie----

Phone

205

753-51102

implement Co.
AND

Ph 753.9999

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

HEW' PENNY CHICKEN • PIZZA SPAGHETTI
FREE DELIVERY ON ORIaraitS OF 5200. OR MORE
. .
Phone- 753-2997
12th & Chestnut

Ph 753-4564

FERGUSON SALES

Industrial Road

1

"

Trenholm s Drive-In

*HOT POINT APPLIANcES*
;. *FLOOR COVERINGS & FURNITURE*
Open 8:00 To .5:30•11 Days

Stokes Tractor &

4th St

YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE DEALER ...,

Wiggins Furniture Co.
441 No, 1 Mi.

North

Ph 474-2266

Carroll Tire Service

Ward-Elkins
403 Maple

.

PSI 40111
14,,11.1rAV okv

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

Unique Gifts-Novelties
Mi. West of Kenlake-State Park

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
7
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
* Aurora, Ky.

1•0,_,It I

ToOLS

Murray Muffier‘Service

* See the Old Country Store*

Five Points

Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 153.5012

l•

Ike Hitching Post

ain & Treas

ffersti

-OLD TIME BLACKSMITH
GENE KNIGHT
••••OnliC
bank lorgeb

753-6100

A=an

kntbes

100, AAAAAA Os

VISI114•11.6.13

Funeral Homo

- Farm - Building Lots and
Residential • Commer
# - Selling- Leasing
Lake PropertV-B
Pnone 753-7724
518 W. Main

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Phone 753-7992

Custont
anttques
trutibts ebop

Blalock-Coleman

Real, Estate Ageacy

Shirley Florist

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

Guy Spann

Ph 753 3000

1710 main M4)Ore paints

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph 753-3164
•••

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

753-3914

100 So. 13th St.

753-0012

1206 Chestnut

Gerraid Boyd-Owner
-Corniest* Automatic Transmission Service.
-Front End Alignment.Complete 'lune.up& Repair Service.

Peoples Bank of
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Cheer

_____Trion-gle Inn_ _

Poql_Office Equipment 4 Supplies

oily

---

GroatPlain
•
Morning Worship
" 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship '
7it.m..
West Murray- 10:50a.rn.
Morning Warship
vening Worship
011.011. "

6:30 p

Evening ~Ship

11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

University
Morning Worship
1111:30a.m.
Evening Worship

Immanges Missionary
-114VornTrig 1116es/sip
1ia.m.
-7-73015

Temple Hilt United

one
5787

Of Christ
Church
New Providence

An investment in Your future

_
-.
---icetts Greve11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening %NVship
7:30p.m

HOYT
•

641 N.

753-6025

REALTORS
ROBERTS • RAY ROBERTS

/14

Phone 151

1651

505W

Main

Nite 753-3924

41

Th

SOUi

Calla
___The.trees whic_h grow around
.ninerica's hoingsOnyibtite to
..our survival in a ninii"--ofdifferent and unexpected ways,
accorditig - to the American
AssOciation of Nurserynum.
brd an.
--Some ofthese az
poPular pamphlet produced. by •
the AAN entitled "It Depends
On You"...a handbook for individual action .in. the enMembers of the American
Association of Nurserymen
point out that the selection and
placement of trees for today's •
homes requires forethought and
information about the various
trees available. Most modern
homes are served best by
medium size trees with a
maximum height of 30 to.40 feet
at maturity and a total spread
of about the same dimensions.
If a tree is placed properly in
_We _yard...end separated_.friL.
-dihouse by a-distance entaTtO
-Ulfits spread,it will cast shade-- on Part Of the roof and sides of
the house either in the morning
or afternoon. To provide the
-best shade and cooling effect,- the placement of the trees
;should be in relation to the east, west palh--41 the sun, and ita —
position *elation to The house
elfwutW detertilbwrby thedirection, the house faces and
the rooms to be shaded. The
best source of information and
guidance is your local landscape nursery or garden center.
Trees, which provide cooling
shade during hot summer
months and shed their leaves to
let warm sunlight through in
winter, also serve as Isitture's
most effective dust trips and
sound barriers, the nursery
experts say. Twelve million
tons of particulate matter (the.,
dirt in the air we breathe) are
-released into the atrndwhere'd
the. United States every
year.. and
and flowersactas natiiriThtiV
for this air-borne matter..
Theliairy leaf stilices &tatW-falling particles and teen a steady rain of -dust and dirt
from saturating- the
solid pollutant& In fact..
are such effective dust trappers
that the city of Los Angeles
_ washes _it .trees
with a detergent solution.
Trees play an important role
in reducing the noise pollution
around us, too. Heavy street
traffic registersu noise level of
70 decibels. Proper landscaping
with the use Qt_tteeS_Pan_
that noise about afpercent'
-raccording to a- University -o
Nebraska study—to cut the
sound of a heavily-traveled
highway running past a Plume to
theIevettoldttibtlittetn street in
the quiet of evening.
Aside from the shade they
offer, trees contribute another
cooling effect through their
evaporative processes. The
evaporation from a single
properly-watered tree can
produce an estimated cooling
effect of more than a million
BTU's—equal to 10 room sized
air conditioners operating 20
hours a day.
The environmental handbook,
"It Depends On You," is
available free at many nurserr
garden centers, or may be
obtained by sending 50 cents to
the American Association of
Nurserymen, 230 Southern
Building, Washington, D.C.
20005.
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stores now at Unbelievable savings.
AstoAucceptions, every yard.of Finest-Cluairty Polyester Double Knits in our
don't mits--theie-Kiiit Buys of a lifetime-nit •

HIGH-11
and Mrs..
swept sell
selection of patteros and stitches. Here
Lowest price ever,,anywfiere. . . ,FirstQual ity, Full bolts in a large
urejtistomentIOn'i1€w-OftheUflbQ1ieVabIe values in this groupj

,Seer

nts
*100%yolyester.Single Knit Jacquards and
*Ail 60" to 66" wide, Full bolts and First Quality

100% Polyester & 100% Acrylic-Stripes and Solids,
.100% Polyester Locoster, Ottoman,Ponteroma Stitches

V ice-presid
down the
the quip
phrey-Mu.S
why breali
bination".

Regular $4.99 to $6.99 yd

-BE
from Famous Mills.
oui Mock, All First Quality,
,
Never before. such fine Polyester Knits at such a low, low price. All from
„
Here are just to mention a few of the u nbellevab le values in this
100% Polyester Double Knit Prints
• 100% Polyester Double Knit Jacquards

Editorial
the other
trades an
than schoo
the "as )1
supply an
are scarei
oversuppl3

'100% Polyester Double Knit IsilultiCollor Jacquards
Thousands of yards, Every yard First QuNity

The write'
never bef
such a der
TV repair

"The moi
vious
finishing t
out of in
education
GI bill. '
person wl
his hands
been betti

One acre
about 240
summer
evaporati
This pro'
cooling
condition

from our own Stock',
Our .entire stock of better Polyester Double Knits now at the lowest price ever. All
in this group!
values
sensational
every yard now reduced. Here are just to mention a few of the
• 100°;ii Polyester Arn dyed Jacquard Double Knits
'100'4 Polyester Crepe Stitch and Sol Id Jacquard Knits

Polyester imported Morotranic At.iiii-ook)4,'Knits
'Our entire sIock of better knits now at one IOW pr ice

Evsporat
(Conti

Be there when the door opens Monday for the Polyester Knit Sale of the
1 2 and even more.
year. Every yard.of Double Knits in our store reduced to /
Over $1,000,000.00 of Knits on Sale during this Chain wide sale!

The

Jacksor
Partly
er today.
40s. Clea
cold with
temperati
mid to up
l)' sunny ;
low 50s,. N
chance of
Probab
near zero
per cent

Be sure ti r get In 11.011
with the Weli mine \S'ogrin
hostess. She n 1)4,11, '4,,,11
get to know our new in
munity ;IN (111It kl is possible.

9 - 5 (NA Th)
9*- §-(Friday)
9 - 5:30 (SaturdaY)

Kentuci
Chance
west port
the .state
partly do
Wednesds
and 40s.
60s.

